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Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, January 26, 1937

RED CROSS FLOOD RELIEF

Boston Officials Urge Fishermen To
Use Nets With Larger Mesh
Officials of the U. S. Bureau of
Fisheries in Boston have urged that
beginning Feb. 1 fishermen use trawl
er nets witli larger mesh to prevent
depletion of the East Coast fishing
grounds.
Immature and smaller fish, said
.____ ,,
. . __.
bureau, often die when caught
jn the smaller-mesh nets and returned to the water.
, The bureau declared the Boston
market's supply is not yet endanSered but pointed out that trawlers
now bring in as much as 250,000
pounds on a single trip. More than
30Q million pounds of ground fish
were received at Boston in 1936, the
federal officials said.

K nox C ounty’s Quota S et A t $ 1 2 0 0 — D onations
R eceived B y The C ourier-G azette and Banks

RELIGION'S FRUITS

T H R E E CENTS A COPY

SMITH'S SECRETARY

Rev. Dr. Lowe Continues Roland T. Patten Maine I
Sermon Series — Tribute
Newspaper Man Goes T o ' A|)<J
Washington As ouch
I
To Dr. Conrad
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ONE HUNDRED LIVES LOST
yQQ QQQ Hom e|ess A s Resu lt Qf Flood III
M id-W estern S tates

Roland T. Patten, formerly business
manager of The (Skowhegan! Inde
pendent Reporter, more recently
This nation, stirred to its depths take immediate action to raise your
The worst flood in this country's .of the disaster to the North.
editor oi the Presque Isle Star
by tlie great flood disaster in the chapter quota of $600
Herald and. for the past year, Maine- (history has engulfed 12. mld-Westem. In a strategically situated "fuse
New Brunswick representative of Tlie States raging over an 1800 mile front, plug levee at New Madrid Mo., enmid-west, is rallying to the call of I Col. Stinson received word this
morning that it will be necessary to
New
York Packer, is to leave Presque " ith a loss already of more than 100 gineers had blasted breaks to relieve
tlie Red Cross for two millions of
double Knox County's relief fund
March 17. 1897.
hie.
in
the early futute. for Washing- “ves and rendering 695.000 persons main Mississippi dikes. A 200-square
dollars for relief purposes. As al- iquota p , . ^ Cary T Orayson, Ken.
ton, to become a member of the homeless. Tire toll which pestilence mile area was flooded
ways in such emergencies, Knox eral chairman came this telegram: duced to writing. Religion was here secretarial staff of Congressman maV take is beyond imagination, i A large number of persons, esti‘‘Because relief needs in flooded long before churches and denomina Clyde H. Smith. Mr. Patten and Mr. Help is being rushed from all parts mated by a highway engineer at “at
County will do her part. President
a
great
revenue
♦
♦
Economy la
areas
of Ohio and Mississippi valleys tions were organized; long before con
' of the country. Tire story, as told by ; least 500" and by the Red Cross at
♦
Basil H. Stinson of Knox County
—Cicero.
increasing every hour as continued
this morning's Associated Press de- between 100 and 200, were reported
•
flicting beliefs, creeds and doctrines
Chapter. American Red Cross, has
rains send rivers to highest levels in
spatches, follows:
icaught in the flood basin.
* ♦
...
»
received word that the present quota hlstory wlth more lhan 400 000 per. were invented. In trying to point out
• • • •
! Five were reported sighted by fliers,
for
Knox
is
$600.
though
this
may
be
!
sons
driven
from
homes
urge
you
the notable fruits of religion the ques
The mightiest flood in the Missis- marooned on an embankment secNOTICE TO MARINERS
double your relief fund quota and go tion I am pushing to the front is not,
sippi River's turbulent history was tjon
increased as the disaster spreads.
officially predicted Monday night as j Disease menaced a wide area,
The Courier-Gazette will serve in as far beyond the doubled figure as are all of these conflicting doctrines
Damariscotta
River — Western
SERENITY
the swollen Ohio, already at unpre-1 pneumonia and scarlet fever had
its time honored capacity as receiver possible.
and beliefs true or false? We shall
Ledge Buoy 3 and Eastern Ledge
"We are contributing million dol never know In this world. True or
of donations for the Red Cross. First
cedented levels, continued to rise broken out in southern Indiana; preHow serene.
Buoy 8 reported missing Jan. 21.
National Bank. Knox County Trust lars from National Funds. Three false, the point I am making, and
along the valley from Pittsburgh to 1cautions elsewhere were taken
Above the turmoil
will be replaced.
Company and Rockland Savings hundred Red Cross relief workers the point our generation of Christen
Of the earth,
Cairo, 111
against such dread afflictions as
Bank will also receive money for the now in disaster areas giving immedi dom is making is. that these conflict
Lieut. Col. Eugene Reybold, district smallpox. Shortage of drinking waThe Pleiades.
Automobiles washed, expert work
chief of Army Engineers at Memphis. , ter were feared at some points and
fund and names of the donors will be ate emergency relief to flood refu ing beliefs about religion don't make
Le Baron Cooke
men. power washer, 99c. Fireproof
gees.
any real difference.
In The Christian Science Monitor published in these columns.
issued this grave warning:
in Cincinnati and Louisville there
G arage Rockland
157-13
“Three hundred fifty Red Cross
“A super-flood is on the way on was actUal scarcity,
‘ One of the fruits of religion I
From National Chairman Cary T.
the Mississippi. There will be 55
Almost everywhere railways and
Grayson comes the following tele nurses in field engaged in battle have lived to see. that will go far to
Food, wards bringing back the lost prestige
feet in Memphis before the water communication systems were halted
gram. showing the grave concern felt against feared epidemic.
clothing, bedding, medical supplies of the church, as time goes on. is a
now in sight from the Ohio moves Or so overloaded that they performed
by national headquarters.
out." He predicted water would go wUh the greatest of difficulty.
In order to meet hourly increasing being rushed by train, truck and boat. new spirit of tolerance in the Chris
110 feet above any recorded stage.
needs of flood victims in eight States Rescue work continuing at top tian world. Here is a man who be
At most points along the Ohio rain .
Meantime at the insistent request either had stopped or greately lesRed Cross is calling on people of speed. Please intensify your cam lieves the Bible to be infallible in
of Gov. Chandler of Kenutcky the sened—and tills was the one relatlveCOM M UNITY BUILDING— 7.30 P. M.
United States for minimum relief paign efforts and keep me advised every particular. He believes in the
War Department ordered federal iy bright aspect of the whole tragic
fund of $2,000,000. Reports Indicate daily of amount raised. Feel confi Genesis story of creation. He believes
COM M UNITY COMETS
I troops Into stricken Louisville and situation. There was danger, howtotal of $270 000 men, women and dent your people will not fail in this in infant damnation and foreordina
Roland T. Patten
tion. He believes in the trinity blood
JFiankfort. Ky., to combat pestilence ever, at some points of severe cold
children driven from their homes great national emergency."
BO O TH B A Y TO W NIES
atonement and everlasting punish- Smith were business associates in t h e |and Panic' MartiaI law already had which would hamper relief and
and now dependent on Red Cross for
Donations:
Rockland J. V. vs. Rockport J. V.
emergency relief including food, shel The Courier-Gazette ............. $ 5 00 ment. But I observe something else i publicatlon enterprise at Skowhegan i been declared there as >" other of the rescue activities. It was pointed out
years
«-■•-----I.however, that
. . . even with a complete
Admission 25c.
Proceeds To The Equipment Fund
hardest-hit
areas.
ter, bedding, medical attention and Thomaston Branch Red Crass 10 00 about this man. He loves mercy; he
More than half a million Ohio Val- halt in precipitation along the Ohio,
warm clothing. Raging blizzards and Miss Cora Fogerty. Thomaston 1.00 deals justly; he walks humbly with | This actlvlty #t the Nation.s
God In him there is a 'hunger for ; ta, wij] 0((er j^r patren unusual op- ley residents were homeless. Such flood conditions would prevail for
freezing weather in many flood Rev. H. F. Leach, Thomas
l0 study pubiic and govern- j grcat cities “ Cincinnati and Louis- days.
ed sections add to suffering of refu
ton .............................................
1 00 righteousness' and he is full of good :
works. This man is truly religious. I ^ enU , affairs subjects in which he i ville-and many lesser ones—were , Tlie great levee system on the LowFOURTH ANNUAL
gees and greatly increase need for Williams - Brazier Auxiliary,
! paralyzed. Some. including E v an s-! er Mississippi was installed after the
instant relief. Feel sure people of
Thomaston ........................... 5.00 not because of his peculiar beliefs but has a,ways taken deep interest
in
spite
of
them.
He
is
religious,
beyour community will wish to aid Miss Jane Miller. Thomaston
1.00
Mr Patten was for seven years ville, Ind , were being evacuated as disastrous flood of 1927 and the
1present threat—If it materializes—
of the Maine Press Associa- fast “ P°ssiblppromptly and generously. Urge you Elmer E. Studley. Thomaston
1.00 cause of what he is, not because of
Water and power systems had , will be the first, major test of th a t
what he believes.
FR ID A Y NIGHT, JA N U A R Y 29
i tion. He has had an unusually wide
,
’ ’ ’ *
„ „
„n, acquaintance with Interesting and in broken down' makln8 more difficult, system.
Eve of President's Birthday
Here is another man who does not
Hp
thP vast rescue effort for whicll
w p McDonald, of the New O r.
believe in any of this other mans
daughter Miss Eunice F Patten. Pres*dent Roosevelt had marshalled leans Weather Bureau, took a far
COM M UNITY BUILDING
doctrines. He does not believe that
& librarian in New York were every available agency with the re- j less serious view of the Mississippi
Rackliff & W itham. the well know n, front on one side of the cove and the the Bible is infallible on all points.
entertained by the late Cyrus P°rlt“d command for them to "step situation than had LieutenantTICKETS 50 CENTS
once
hillside.
He does not believe in the Genesis
on I t ”
Colonel Reybled. McDonald said:
Rockland lobster firm. Is about to
The firm owns a pound at Vinal- story of creation. He does not be H K Curtis, famous in the publica
Proceeds For Infantile Paralysis
The property, crop and livestock
"Unless there are heavy additional
tion
world,
for
three
days
on
his
its
make an extensive addition to its baven Which ^ia-s a capacity of 70.000 lieve in infant damnation and ever
lass
was
incalculable.
rains
I anticipate no major flood."
business through the purchase of the I pounds, and the combined privileges lasting punishment. He does not be yacht, the Lyndonia, cruising along
Before Lieut. Col. Reybold had
The levee at New Madrid. Mo.,
the
Maine
roast.
Willard property near Wildcat, where will not only enable it to handsome- lieve in the trinity and blood atone
Few people outside the profession voiced fears for the Mississippi-long j part of the Mississippi system, was
ln the spring work will begin on th e * care Ior “ • increasing wholesale ment. But he loves mercy; he deals have done as much public speaking.
fore held Privately by engineers- , designed to remove the flood menace
trade. but for the extensive business justly; he walks humbly with Ood.
or newspaper and other topics, as heroic efTorts
been made
from Calro 111 • at ‘he confluence of
construction of a new lobster pound
which is bound to result from the In him there is a hunger for right
avert in that region any recurrence j the Ohio and Mississippi.
has
Mr.
Patten.
having
a
capacity
of
60.000
pounds.
opening of its new lobster resort near eousness and he is full of good works
IN
A rather odd incident guided Mr.
The purchase takes in /the w ater- “Roxmont' in (Rockport.
He is not religious because of what
Patten into newspaper work Some
he ibeheves.
He is not irreligious
thing like 40 years ago a clergyman,
I
THIS MILD WINTER
because of what he does not believe.
EDNA ENJOYING IT
Presented By
offered the loan of a book. “The
He is religious because of what h e ’s.
EL1SE ALLEN CORNER SCHO OL of the DANCE
Com'r Stobie Says It Docs Not Hurt But Alas! Poor Viv!— Nas- These two men quite apart from what Gentleman from Indiana.'' to a drug- I
Wild Life—Good For Deer
they believe or do not believe about gist friend of his. This started some- M dl 1"1*0111
800 P. M.
r
sau Quiet and Lazy— religion, stand approved in religion, thing, as it seems the clergyman
thought it would when he made the I
PARK TH EA TR E, T U E SD A Y JAN. 26
Unseasonably warm weather this
before God and man.
Havana, No English
9-11
“The Boston papers recently an proffer.
winter has had little effect on
Roland T. Patten, the druggist re- j
In Tropical Transit, Jan. 23
nounced the death of Rev. A. Z. Con
Maine's wild life, fish and game com
ferred to. quit that occupation and
An interesting chapter in RockEditor of The Courier-Gazette;—
These boals measure from 26 to 38
rad, for 31 years a militant religious
missioner Stobie said Sunday.
got a newspaper job. Ten years , „ . . ,
•
...
. .
lands history was written yesterday feet and carry four or five men.
Greetings to Knox County friends! leader in the old Park Street Congrelater, on meeting his clergyman
Beaver and muskrat, however, have
In addition to the surf boats the
Impressions at sea, gathered from gational Church. Boston. In our bewhen six Coast Guard units in this
been affected somewhat by high w a withln, may be listed as the hugeness lle^s about religion we were as far friend he said. "That book you loaned
complement included a picket-boat
THOMASTON HIGH BOYS AND GIRLS
me stirred up a lot of trouble, It district mobilized their forces in ac from Cranberry Island.
ter and tee, with the greater m ortal
VS.
apart as the two poles. But between
drove
me into newspaper work '
of
our
liner;
the
perfect
English
cordance with Presidential order, and
ROCKPORT HIGH BOYS AND GIRLS
ity among muskrats, Stobie said.
The loading was done by the steam
us there was something deeper than
service; super-excellent food land no
"That's just what I loaned it to left on a special train during the lighter Sophia which placed tlie
Deer,
he
said,
were
In
good
physibeliefs about religion; it was our coin
ROCKPORT TOW N H A LL— 7.30 P. M.
at the end of the line!; . tlie mon faith
, ... in
. God and
__ . in the spiritual
—i-i,„o, you for," said the clergyman.
i cal condition, because they have: not prices
night for tlie flood zone in the Middle boats onto the flat cars with almost
”
T U E SD A Y , JA N U A R Y 26
Those who have read “Gen
congregated in yards for the winter English accent, which is contagious; authority and leadership of Jesus.
ridiculous ease. Capt, John I. Snow
West.
ADMISSION 25c. 35c
REFEREE. O. C. WOTTON
Qn the same ground tleman from Indiana." will be
“In all probability," he said. thi3 and the grand fashion parade eacn Hpre
bad charge of this phase of the work.
The
assembling
of
these
units
was
ready to believe this story. The nar1is one of the best years for deer for night in the ship's lounge
Capt. Jewell saw to the mobiliza
and our conflicting beliefs about re- J
rative is about a young man who under the direction of Capt R. C. tion, pausing occasionally to photoIt might be well to mention that ligion slipped into the background.
j many years. Deer are traveling anyw
some of these do not register the
goes to an Indiana town to teach Jewell, who is commanding officer of graph some scene of special interest
I where they want to."
' The Coast Guardsmen were highly
Bears have in some instances been viewpoint of my traveling companion. | .<Dr Conrad was my warm personal1school and. through the connivance the v s c G Kickapoo and
,
, , _
exeiteri mm.
driven by high water into highlands Vivian Mullen, who has been a vic- friend. He was broad enough to say. of his sweetheart is engineered into charge
of the First Coast Guard Dis- <xcnea ° ' er the prospect of their
journey and frankly pleased to think
for winter hibernation, while p a rt tim of "mel de mer" and so her con- i .j accept you as a Christian gentle- the editorship of the local newspaper
they were going to have a part in the
ridge and birds of all kinds have ex cern has followed more personal lines nian in spite of your terrible heresies.' which (as Is notalways the case!
i A train of five flat cars was s h u n t-!grcat work which ,s be
dQne jn
perienced no difficulties because of t° date
“i replied, ‘I accept you as a Chris- brings him fame and fortune.
Mr. Patten, after more than 30 ed onto Maine Central wharf yester- J the fIood zone How ]ong
wj,(
Nassau is a quiet, lazy, hot city. ' ^an gentleman in spite of your Wr
the weather. Stobie said.
years in the publishing game, has no fla>' morning and onto these cars
away nobody knewits gorgeous, green blue waters put rible impossible beliefs.'
t—or cared.
during the day were hoisted surf Capt. Jewell, who hails from Mis
Ask about our new budget plan for to shame any pictures which I had
"He laughed good naturedly. It regrets at having read that book.
Most of his work was done at boats from tlie Coast Guard stations souri. and knows something about
To be held in Camden on
. purchase of automobile accessories. seen. They couldn't begin to do jus was due to Dr. Conrad's request and
tice to the marine view Havana was influence that I was received into Skowfiegan, first with the Somerset a> Quoddy Head. Cross Island. Wass the tricks which the Father of W a
Fireproof Garage. Rockland.
a decided contrast. There we hardly the old Book Club of Boston Thirty- Reporter and subsequently with Tlie Island, Cranberry Island and Burnt ters can play, expressed the opinion
157-13
heard a word of English and what a five years ago things of this kind Independent-Reporter of which he Island.
it might be six weeks.
were not happening. They are a dim jwas manager from 1913 to 1928 Under
foreign atmosphere!
More, anon.
prophecy of a coming unity of spirit hls leadership this paper attained a
TH U R SD A Y NIGHT
MIAMI BUS TRAGEDY death rate was at an all-time mini
Edna Gregory
and purpose in the Christian world, circulation of 4.500 copies ABC audit,
Sena name, age and act immediately to C. A. Fish,
mum of about 5 per 1000. Jt was an 
that will save the religion of Jesus, j everyone paid in advance.
nounced Saturday. The birth rate
42 Pearl street, Camden. Acts will be judged by
Seventeen
Drowned
As
Ma
from the disaster th at threatened i t ' But for a year's vacation and restsank to the lowest figure on record,
Of 13.049 apple seedlings, most of
disinterested persons.
chine
Overturns
In
Tami
when I began my ministry.
’after hls retirement from The
while the death rate was a trifle
them from controlled crosses, grown
ami Trail |Canal
"Thirty-five years ago rival Chris- 'Skowhegan) Independent Reporter,
higher than it had been in the last
at
the
Geneva
N.
Y.
Experiment
S
ta
H K IV W iiW iR
tian churches in nearly every com- lhe Present change to Washington
An express bus plunged from the five years.
tion since 1883, 4.569 have fruited. Of munity viewed each other with dis- D c • ,ls the flrst ,<J
him
Tamiami Trail at Miami yesterday
Despite the increased death rate,
these. 81 have been selected for
trust, jealousy and animosity. I have ' lr°m journalistic work
the
company reported that 1936 made
carrying
i7
of
its
30
passengers,
many
further trial; 31 are being tested by
Baptist, Con- , Mr. Patten spoke in Rockland, in
“a very good health rate, even though
growers. 14 are apparently of real lived to see Methodist,
T N i i v e r u i i a A " o n d r i n l - I February, 1630. before two of o u rlof lhom northern tourists, to death
rirziuzniiio' in tiip VvoritinHoc
Come And Get Him At The
it has not lived up to the standard of
value, and one, the Cortland, is now g rtio n & list, Univpr.salist and uni local clubs. One meeting was at the u., drown,ng
in the Evergiades.
_
.
_
_
.
_
'
The
big vehicle overturned and 1935 and preceding years of alto 
among the five leading varieties for tarlan Churches come together to j home
of
Congressman
Edwin
C
form one church and make a success
Is now ready to serve the public, three or four
commercial planting.
Moran and the other at "The Copper ; rolled lr,l° a 12"f°°t-deep canal gether exceptionally low mortality."
Music By
of
it. The people in these churches
specials daily. Full dinners are to be served
Kettle." Among the Rockland people wldcil P“*ull(ls the lonely highway The increased mortality was attribut
UNCLE S E TH AND H IS
have not come together because thpy
ed to an exceptionally cold winter
H
IL
L
B
IL
L
IE
S
from soup to dessert.
Wife—Henry, just 25 years ago to are in agreement in all of their be pleasantly remembered by him are across the southern end of the penin
Featuring
and widespread drought and pro
sula
It
was
the
worst
tragedy
in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
M
Bickmore,
and
day we became engaged.
Cousin Bill on the Washboard
liefs about religion. They have come
tracted heat in the summer.
.
Florida's
transportation
history.
Novelties
Confetti
: : BR EA K FA ST SPECIAL : :
Henry, absent-mindedly—Then lit together because they can unite on Mrs. Susan J. Murphy, who were
Besides
the
13
passengers
who
es
Dancing 8.00 to 12.00
members
of
the
Preble
household,
is high time we were getting married. the basis of a lirnple faith that is far
Plenty of Music and Lots of F u n
caped. the driver and a Negro porter
HAM O R BACON, EG G , PO TA TO ES, H OT
—Florida Times-Union.
removed from their different beliefs. with him. in Presque Isle, for two were saved.
Y O U R F A V O R IT E P O E M
The old denominational churches successive winters
MUFFINS, 25c
8he driver. Bill Hammond, 23. of
are slowly disappearing. They will | _______________
CANDLE HOUR
Tampa, who escaped with slight cuts,
continue to disappear until there will |
I shall burn my candles.
PRIME ROAST BEEF DINNER
said lie thought the steering uear Tonight
Slender and tall and white;
not be more than three or four de-1
I shall stand by the long French window
broke.
40c
And dream in their golden light.
nominations left in the Protestant
COMMUNITY BUILDING, TU ESD AY , JAN. 26
A New England
world, where today we have nearly
Perhaps
a moth from the evening
BIRTH RATE DROPS
Product, at attrac
May flutter about their glow;
FRIED SCALLOPS OR FRIED CLAMS DINNER
200. They overlap, duplicate and
Or a song awake from the shadows.
tive prices. Send
compete with each other. They live
ROCKLAND H IG H vs. MORSE HIGH
for free samples
Sank To Lowest Figure On Record Or a whisper come and go.
40c
at a ipoor dying rate and defeat the
with knitting hints.
BOYS’ G.AME
And roses shall be on the table.
Last Year—Deaths Increased
Visit our yarn shop
Bowls of them, white and red—
very purpose of Christ's Kingdom on
Crimson for love that you taught me.
LARG E LOBSTER STEW
Open
daily.
Provisional
reports
compiled
by
tlie
earth.
As
they
progressively
come
toI
White for the dreams that have fled.
ROCKLAND H IG H vs. CROSBY HIGH
Metropolitan Life Insurance Com
gether in unity of spirit and purpose, THOMAS HODGSON A SONS, Inc
50c
G IR L S ' GAME
Tonight I shall burn my candles
they will find their life in newness oi 1
Concord Worsted Mills
pany in 34 States during the first And set ail the old longings free;
I shall forget in their gleaming
Concord, New Hampshire
Referee, McCall, of Augusta
First Game. 7.30.
nine .months of 1936 show that the And
power because they are willing to
Kitchen now under the management of Mrs. Ristaino
That you are not there to see
144T&S13
excess of the birth rate over the
—Dorothy Queens berry
lose their life in Christian service."

Subscriptions 13 00 per year payable In
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and conaolldated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
*5 1^ 5 ? nd “ ’ J ! 81 chftnged its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated

Continuing his series of sermons
on the fruits of religion at the Universalist Church Sunday morning. Dr
Lowe said in part:
"Religion, especially the religion
ttoat culminatedinChristianity, was
here long before the Biblewas re-

Semi-Pro Basketball
W ed n esd ay, Jan u ary 27
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Being D one In Flood Zone
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I shew mercy unto thousands of
them that love me. —Exod. 20: 6.

MILK FOR REFUGEES
Important W ork Which Has
Been Done For Sufferers
In Ohio Valley
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Q u ic k on th e G ETA W A Y

CHEERING CAM DEN

COHORTS

M ade W elkin R ing A s They R eturned H om e
F rom D ecisive V ictory In T hom aston

A nd Brann F or G overnor A g a in — A t L east That
Is W hat W ashington H ears
(Lewiston Journal'

of 17 points was but one less than
T hr League Standing
Thomaston's total. Marriner was
(Boys' Division'
P.C. second high with 11 points. Score of
L
W
LOCO boys' game:
0
4
Camden
.750
I
1
Thomaston
Camden
2
.500
Lincoln
.......... 2
P
F
O
.250 I Wadsworth. If .
3
Rockland .......... 1
1
17
oco Richards, rf ....
4
Rockport
.......... 0
3
3
(Girls Division'
i Belyea. c ........
1
P
!
L
W
r '"' Fogg. c ............
O
0
Thomaston ...... 4
l r3° i Dickens, lg ........
0
1
Lincoln
.......... 2
663 I Marriner. rg .......... 5
1
11
500 Fairbrother. rg. If . .. 1
2
Rockland .......... 2
2
0
.250
3
Rockport
.......... il
.020 Total
3
Camden ............. 0
............. 17
40
• • • •
Thomaston
The Rockland and Belfast lassies
P
G
F
meet for the first time on the Com
0
0
munity Building floor tonight. Coach Day. If ....... ...... ...... 0
2
2
Anderson,
If
..........
0
Sullivan predicts that the tables will
Delano,
rf
...........
1
0
2
be turned. As you recall th a t the
0
6
experienced team from Belfast took Merrill c, rg .......... 3
2
0
c. rg
.... 1
both games last year. There will be
Upham.
1
5
a few changes in the Rockland lineup.
0
0
The most outstanding ono is the Conery.
1
1
shifting of Ruth Pike from center to Jealous, rg ............. 0
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EARLY WEEK S P EC IA LS

According to a well known Wash- i those closest lo him and neither have
ington correspondent the Capitol they denied it.
understands that Ex-Gov. Brann will
As said, it is possible that DemWhile milkmen are using their big
tbe j> mOcratic candidate for ocratic National leaders have such a
tank trucks to supply fresh water for | Governor in 1938. T he reason given program mapped out and that Gov.
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Lieut. Leon Shepard will not be
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Court House tomorrow night on ac
count of illness.
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Beth Greene Hamilton recently re
signed her position as manager for
Gilbert s Beauty Salon in iBath and is
now located in Portland.

William Moore of Camden was
sentenced to 30 days in jail, by Judge
Dwinal yesterday on the charge of
breaking jail. He broke loose from
the police station Sunday morning
and managed to reach the suburbs
before he was recaptured—thanks to
the fact that the patrol wagon was
having a "sitting down" strike.

A DECLINING INDUSTRY
C om m issioner F eyler A gain Tells O f Steps W hich

Sen1® r C ra n e C om pany

A re N ecessary T o Save th e Clam

The rapidly growing trend of public ture to provide $1500 for each of the
------sentiment towards more governmen- coastal counties for the propagation
Folks who are getting the Sunda, laj support of the declining fishing of clams. It is generally believed that
afternoon habit cf listening to E. B industry is bringing the lowly clam a great deal of good could be accom
Rideout's weekly weather forecast ] and
future jnto the limelight. For plished even with this small amount
%
found him offering more seasonal (WQ years the Department has ad- and that if the expenditure could be
weather for the present week, w ith ; ^ocated a systematic program of proven worthwhile the State would
Clarence A. Richards, clerk of
freezing temperatures every night. A ciam culture and in recent weeks this be only too anxious to increase it
courts and former register of deeds
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storm is due to overspread New Eng- jdea bas seemed to find its way into two years from now.
in Lincoln County, was a visitor at
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land the last of ithe week. Northerly the hearts of a large group of'enthusiWith the increased appropriation
the Knox County Court House Satur
and northwesterely winds will prevail. astic supporters.
which is being asked for the De
day.
J. C. Snowdeal, 85, of South
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
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Post.
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Bok Home for Nurses
morning—six miles in 2'z hours, paid
entertained Thursday night with mic importance and the dangers con j program^ Recent estimates show
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for his home paper and walked back
Eii?-?...01 Ellse Allen Corner at Park as assistant engineer during the con
sound pictures of big league baseball fronting it is being uncovered on that there are ’more than 1400 men
Theatre
Jan. 26 — Rockport — Harbor Light struction of a new filter plant for againand automobile safety, presented by every section of the coast. Diggers, earning a living from the clams
Chapter. 0 .1 8 . Installation.
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Jan. 27—Camden—Joint Installation of
Mrs. Avis Brasier of Thomaston. Don Brennan, on the pitching staff canners. the wardens and other citi- flats this winter.
Camden Lodge K.P. and Knox Temple.
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.
after
many years as sub clerk at the i of the Cincinnati Reds of the Na- zens at last have seemed to reach a
Pythian Sisters.
The Townsend d u b has its nrSl Rockland Post Office has been pro- jtional League.These pictures
That the Maine fishing industry,
are ,unanimous decision that something
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at the home of Mrs. Ernest Young, 28 supper under the new administration moted to chief clerk in the finance ireleased through the courtesy of the •must be done and done right away,
stimulated by an aggressive and pro
High street.
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Jan 28 — Union — Orient Chapter,
the Caribou Post Office and trans than 50 legionnaires were present, I n - ' situation would be demonstrated in
tractive picture of w hat it will be
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eluding Mrs. Sarah H Linnell. a new one or two sections at a time and of prosperity and activity, was the !
ferred to Rockland as sub clerk.
Jan 29—Warren—Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., like.
Large Cushion
lady member of the post, who re ' soon die out. Now it is much differ unanimous opinion of the 28 wardens
Installation.
Jan. 29—President's Ball at Communi
| The new officers of Claremont ceived a great sendoff when intro ent. The appeal for action is com- in an enthusiastic session at T hom -!
ty Building.
Bert Larcombe of the National Re
1ing from all sides. “If there ever was aston, Friday and Saturday. From 1
Commandery, K. T. conferred the duced by the Commander.
Feb 1 — Camden — Seaside Chapter,
Dotted Marquisette
employment staff is'to be guest speak ! Order of the Temple on one candiOE.S. Installation.
a time for the State of Maine to every section of the State they I
Feb. 1 — Monthly meeting of City er a t the Lions meeting Wednesday.
take steps to right a bad situation, it brought tidings of renewed interest
1date last night in a manner which
Government.
CAMDEN
He Is not to talk on th a t subject,
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
, is now" says Commissioner Rodney E. in fishery problems and paid high
Ruffled Curtains
Feb. 3 — Thomaston — Grace Chapter. however, but will give recollections | reflected much credit upon Eminent
i Feyler. "The co-operation of all con- compliments to Commissioner Rodney
OE.S. Installation.
Commander J. A. Stevens and his
The Friday Club meets this week
•
'
Feb. 5 — Camden — Food Fair at of his life in England, touching upon
cerned is necessary in the proper E. Feyler for his efforts to being the
associates.
with Mrs. John Taylor, Washington
Opera House.
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the
Tecent
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of
King
Ed
conduct of any propagation or conser industry out of a serious rut. Never
Feb. 10—Ash Wednesday.
street. Mrs. Hattie Barbour will
Feb 10—Rockport—Open meeting of ward VIII.
before
has
there
been
such
public
vation
activity
and
I
believe
th
at
tbe
The
important
annual
meeting
of
Garden Club at Heistad home.
read.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
public is ready to give this support at interest, it is believed and the ward
the Woman's Auxiliary of St. Peter's
Feb. 18—Junior class play "Skidding."
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Roundy of (j,js ,.me „
Lead
thieves
have
been
getting
in
Full 36 inches wide— 2 1-6 yards long
ens returned to their respective ter
Church will be held Thursday night
Feb 18-19—Rockland High School's
their work on the Ingraham Hill cot in the Undercroft, at which time the i Gardner. Mass., have been guests of
annual Ktppy Karnlval.
ritories more determined than ever to
Feb. 19—Educational Club meets at tages, among the places raided be
Several bills are being introduced battle for a better deal for the fish
officers for the yeaY will be elected. Mrs. Flora Harris.
Grand Army hall.
with Five-inch Ruffle
Feb. 20-22 — Second annual winter ing the Feeney. Brunberg and Littell A covered-dish supper will be served
The Monday Club met yesterday t the present session of Legislature eries and the Department.
carnival of Camden O uting Club.
cottages.
A
fortnight
ago
they
with
Mrs.
P.
J.
Good.
Mrs.
Lucile
to
help
the
situation.
The
DepartIn the Saturday morning session
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.
at 6.30.
Feb. 22-27—Community Food Fair In smashed one of the doors on the
Hary was reader with the subject, ment has distributed through its the group recommended a law gov
Cream Color Only
the new auditorium.
wardens several hundred posters to erning the catching of crabs similiar
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick. County “Sidney Howard."
March 4—Annual "guest day" of Blodgett cottage and took a shutter
Methebesec Club.
off the Allen cottage.
Seaside Chapter. O.ES., installa- be displayed in the digging ureas, to that now regulating lobsters. Such
Attorney J. C. Burrows and State Pa
March 28—Easter.
April 13—State Fire Chiefs' Convention
asking the diggers and canners to a law would do much to protect both
trolman Stanley Poland were in tion will take place Monday night.
A Special Purchase
at Community Building.
The disappointing showing which j Braintree.Mass, last week, in conNews was received yesterday of the abide by the law which makes thc the lobster and crab industry, it Is
is
being
made
by
the
girls'
basketball
nectlon
with
the
recent
automobile
death
ln
Brooklyn
N
y
O
f
Dean
seUlDg
of
clams
under
two
incbes
in
believed. This bill will be introduced
THE WEATHER
team of 'Rockland (High School Is due accident at Friendship which cost Osborne. Mr. Osborne was a member length, illegal. The wardens have at Legislature.
Ready
The meeting closed at noon and
of the local summer colony and oc been instructed to arrest persistant
Briefly disposed of this morning as in a very large measure to the ab the life of the Walters boy.
To
violators
of
this
regulation.
We
have
sence of Betty McAlary, who is out
was
without
a
doubt
the
most
encupied Bayberry Cabin on High street
a continuation of the mild weather
In the Baptist vestry Friday at 7:30 during the season.
of the game because of an arm ail
also distributed measuring rings to thusiastic one this Dept.. ever held.
Hang
which has blessed this region for the ment. She is a player of exceptional the W.C.T.U. will hold an open meetmembers of the force and there are
____________
Raymond Snow, a member of a others available at the office for
past two weeks. Temperature at ability. and the rallying point with ing. Under direction of Miss Lena
Port,and has been
HERBERT |S. WEAVER
ln.
. . nd _
_
those who would care to buy them at
freezing, and little or no snow. We which Coach Sullivan expected to win Miller assisted by Miss Anna Webster visitingCamp
his mother, Mrs. Mary Snow a nominal fee.
and
Miss
Thelma
Russell
a
program
cannot today bring ourselves to view a fair share of the season's games
Former Waldoboro Man Had
SEN TER C RAN E C O M PAN Y
Mrs. Fred B. Hernck has returned
_____
I on "Rallying to Our Standard" will
At the annual warden's meeting
from a visit with her sister. Mrs held recently 28 practical men who
the situation with levity, having in
Notable
Educational
Ca'
'
s ----Oliver Hamlin, acting as match- be presented. Others taking part will
mind the terrible situation in the maker for the IV.F.W. scraps in Bel- be Mrs. Evelyn McKusick, Miss Mabel Roland Prior ln Waldoboro.
represent the Department, devoted
reer In Bay State
Harry Joy of Worcester. Mass., has considerable time to the discusslon of
Herbert S. Weaver, former head
Middle West where one sees death fast, offers as the main attraction stover; special music. Miss Gladys
been guest of relatives in town.
clams. It was the unanimous opinion j master of the High School of Practiand destruction on every hand, with next Monday night W alter Reynolds G rant and Mrs. Marjorie Glidden.
Mrs. George T. Hodgman will en- (hat the supp]y is being exhausted Ical Arts in Boston, died at his home
hundreds of thousands hornless, and and Frankie Merrill. Cracker Fa- Rev. J. Charles MacDonald will be
tertain the C. C. H. Club Thursday at and that additional regulations must
The same old furniture store where your father and mother
en High Rock Way. Allston, M ass.
with pestilence already taking its vreau is taking on George Sandstrom ! guest speaker.
purchased their furniture since 1904, before you were born. They are
Green Gables.
be
passed.
Jan. 21. Mr. Weaver had a summer
toll. What a striking contrast here of Bucksport, and up Waldo way they
still with us, why not you? Every new sale means another cus
Today at the Comique Theater the
As evidence of the importance of home at Martin's Point. He was born I
Commissioner Rodney E. Feyler re
in Rockland, where conditions are say he will have his hands full. In
tomer. They cannot forget our all-time low prices. We are always
ready to trade new for old. also pay cash for any article you wish
the prelims will be Dusty Peters vs. ceived word this morning from offi- attraction is "Let's Make A Million." the industry, Warden Blanchard in Waldoboro, in 1861 and graduated
such as ordinarily obtain in lat
lo dispose of. Always at your service.
Jimmy
Roy, and Slasher Porter vs. cials of the W. H. and L. D. Betz featuring Edward Everett Horton. Lakeman of Machias presented from Colby College in 1882. The fol
spring or fall. Do we ever pause long
Company of Philadelphia to the Oet-Rich-Nite. $89 given away; Wed- figures on four Washington county lowing year he began his teaching in
enough to consider how really fortu Baby Face Bellavance of Augusta.
nesday and Thursday. Jack Benney- factories. These plants, last year
------effect th a t the work of equipping 'he
Maine but soon went to Chelsea, j
nate our section is? Are we going to
T h e new proprietor of the Peter ojd Lawrence sardine factory for a Burns and Allen in "College Holiday ." handled 59.872 bushels of local clams. Mass. In 1885 he received his Master's I
be hesitant at the call of that
TELE PH O N E 115$
ROCKLAND
283 MAIN STREET
Friday
and
Saturday.
Joan
Crawford
23.033 bushels of foreign clams and i Degree from Colby. In 1890. Mr.
great humanitarian organization, the Pan beauty shop, Mrs. Clara Nason, kejp processing plant will probably
TStf
and
Clark
*
Gable
in
"Love
On
The
held an auspicious opening yesterday. start thls week The machinery ha23.243 gallons of shocked clams. More Weaver entered the Boston School
American Red Cross?
A large number visited the shop, bcen assembled at Philadelphia and Run."
i than $48,000 was paid to the diggers system as sub-master in the Phillips
Mrs. George Mixer is convalescing I and another
pald
the help
Grammar School in the West End. Michigan was admitted to the which has been redecorated, and new wjjj be fOrwarded bere for installaat her home on Mountain street.
departments
added.
Miss
Helen
tlon
The
work
wl„
(ake
MveT3l
in
the
packing
plants.
There
are When the Mechanics Arts High
Union 100 years ago today. I t seems
Richard Herbert Crooker, 62. died several other factories in this county school was started in 1894. Mr
to have gone astray from the Maim- Burns, who has conducted the shop months and. upon completion actual
in
Rockland Saturday following a handling nearly as many. Warden
Y o u will enjoy reading this
for ten years, has been forced to manufacturing operations will start.
Weaver became a junior master there.
Vermont Union.
change her plans in regard to manag- A smaH number of men will be em- short illness of pneumonia. He leaves Laklman stated that heads of these
interesting travel story!
His work a t Mechanic Arts High
two sisters. Mis Adin Payson of this packing concerns expressed fear th at
When was the big March grass fire ing a shop in Miami, due to illness in ployed at first and )ncreased
School brought Mr. Weaver into such
place and M u. Mary Smith of Vine within a year or more they would ! prominence in vocational education,
which swept from the City Farm to her family, and will remain at the necessity warrants it.
yard
Haven. Mass. Funeral arrange have to close, unless adequate meas
Peter
Pan
for
the
present.
*
_____
Glen Cove. Answer, 1915. Hard to
that when the High School of Practi
ures were taken to protect the supply cal Arts was organized In 1907 he
-------I Funeral services for John Ferdl- ments have ni t been completed
believe that it was almost 22 years
Anthony Accardi, a former Rock- j nand Cooper, held at the family resiand propagate the species.
ago.
was selected as its first head master.
DIED
land boy, who has been employed at - dence on iLimerock street Sunday aftWarden Clarence Goldthwaite of He remained In that position until his
lAt Rockland Jan 23. Rich
The cruiser Vincennes tried off the Whalen Studios and as soloist at ernoon, were attended by a large CROCKER—
ard Herbert Crocker of Camden, aged Biddeford reporting for the western retirement in 1931 doing pioneer work
62 years. 1 month. 11 days.
Rockland, last week is to be commis night clubs in Brooklyn, has been as- number of relatives and friends, in130 P A Q E S
part of the State told of a critical
jbe field of vocational education
-At South Thomaston. Jan 26.
sioned Feb. 23. Wish we dared tell signed a minor part in "Umanity. c;udd in the gathering being local PIERCE
John A. Pierce, aged 43 years. 8 months, condition and expressed an opinion l c girls, and building up a unique
Profusely Illustrated
you the speed she made during the Amen,” directed by Mervin Nelson, insurance agents with whom the de3 days. Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock that activity in behalf of clams at type of school.
from
residence
ln
South
Thomaston
test.
The opening performance takes place ceased had been associated, and Genthis time was one of the most import
Starting with a small group of
GRAY—At Rockland. Jan. 23. Alice L.
Observations made by
today ln the "Little Theatre off era] Agent Ira S. Sawyer of the New wife of Samuel B Gray, aged 44 years. ant jobs facing the Department. girls in the old Lyceum Hall on
1 month. 5 days Funeral today at 2 Other wardens agreed.
Bert Joseph Vanorse of 49 Lime Times Square." "Tony" has ap- , England Mutual, with, whom Mr
C O L. E. A . R O BB IN S
Meeting House Hill, Dorchester, the
o'clock from
Littlefield
Memorial
street brought to The Courier-Ga peared in concerts and plays for sev- | Cooper had been associated for 40 Church.
Editor of The Camden Herald
A bill is being presented in Legisla- school grew rapidly, and was moved
zette office yesterday evidence that eral years and needless to say. con- j years. There were great quantities KANE—At Rockland. Jan. 24 Margaret
to
larger
quarters
in
the
Sarah
J.
E Kane, aged 91 years. 18 days.
O n his recent 40,OCO m ile
summer is Just around the corner. siders this a thrilling experience.
0{ floral offerings. Rev. C. H. Olds Services and burial In Mt. Auburn
Baker building on Perrin street, Rox
Exhibit A was a sure enough cater
cemetery.
Cambridge
trip around the w orld
-------.
I effleiated, and the bearers were Albury. In 1913 Mr. Weaver’s work in
Mlss Constance Wellman, daughter jm on R Cooper pred Young o, SHAPIRO—At Rockland. Jan 24. Thomas
pillar.
Shapiro, aged 78 years Services and
building up the school, and the
of Sidney F Wellman, has completed WatervUle
L Kelsey anS Interment ln Portland yesterday.
Educational — Interesting
popularity of its courses resulted in
Edith I. Whitman of Stonington, a six weeks' study of home economics John olI1(g of Nofth Hayen Thp ALBERTSON—At Union. Jan. 26. Robert
Reads like fiction
the
erection
of
a
fine
new
building
G
Albertson,
aged
73
years,
3
months.
freshman in Home Economics at the at the Household Nursing Training
1 day Private funeral services at the
interment was in Achorn cemetery.
on Greenville street, Roxbury. That
Messer residence Thursday at 2 o'clock
University of Maine, assisted Pearl School for Attendant Nurses in Bos
Price $ 1 .0 0 plus 10c postage
Among the out of town relatives JONES—At Ash Point, Jan. 25. Daniel
building is still the home of the
S. Greene, head of the Home Eco ton. and has been transferred to the
Anthony.
Infant
son
of
Mr
and
Mrs
present were Herbert Lord from BowSchool.
nomics Department, in entertaining Norwood Hospital to complete her
C a m d e n P u b lis h in g
Harold Jones. Interm ent ln St. James
doin College; Mr. and Mrs. L. F. cemetery. Thomaston.
In 1914 Mr. Weaver was awarded
the Freshman Home Economics girls course with a year's instruction in
C om pany
Yeung, Thomas Young, and Mr. and GUSHEE—At Appleton. Jan 23. Frances
an honorary Doctor’s degree for out
at her home last weekend.
bedside nursing. At the close of her
, widow of Franklin A. Gushee. aged
Mrs. Ralph Young and daughter M
standing
service
in
Vocational
Educa
92 years. 3 months. 15 days. Funeral at
A Japanest’lMother |
C A M D E N . M A IN E
training. Miss Wellman will 6e
the residence at 2 o'clock today.
tion by Colby College.
Will Alfred Church and Alden Ul equipped to care for the mildly ill or Dcrothy of Portland. Mr. and Mrs. PACKARD—At
3*lt
Rockland.
Jan
24.
Jessie,
Fred Young of Waterville, Mrs. H. M
The High School of Practical Arts ( .
mer, Jr., take tne ring, as indicated convalescent patient in the home.
widow of Wesley Packard, aged 72
years. 11 months. 2 days. Funeral from
Noyes, Mrs. Margaret Smith and
vzas developed on Mr. Weaver's own j
by the challenges which were being
the residence 666 Main street, Wed
plan of giving the right combination! =
nesday a t 2 o'clock.
so recklessly flung in the Tillson
Willard Michaud of Augusta an Mrs. Mary Brown of North Haven.
Fairfield. Jan. 22. Henry
of academic and vocational work to
Avenue Stadium (Friday night? Or swered a double charge in Municipal Frances Frye, Stanley Frye. Emerson GROSS—At
Gross, aged 32 years, 2 months. 10
young women, and also of offering
will they leave it to the second gen Court Saturday—driving drunk and Frye. Mrs. (Anna Grinnell and Mrs. days. Interm ent ln John Carver
cemetery. Vlnalhaven.
every girl an opportunity to develop
eration, which incited the argument. leaving the scene of an accident. Thomas McKay of Camden.
KANE—At Rockland. Jan. 24. Margaret
to the fullest extent. That his plan
Recorder Otis found him guilty on
Elizabeth Kane, aged 91 years. Inter
was successful was due both to his
ment ln Provincetown, Mass.
Kiwanians in charge of the chil both charges and on the first im
ability as an organizer and also to
dren's meals at the Salvation Army posed a jail sentence of 30 days, to
Now I Smoke
This certainly is a queer winter, no snow or cold
CARD OF THANKS
his genial personality. A visitor to
hall this week are; Tuesday, J. Ed gether with a fine of $100 and costs.
We wish to gratefully acknowledge the
weather,
yet undoubtedly/it will arrive soon and
kindness and consideration shown us In
the school once remarked, “What a
ward Elliot and Francis Orne; Wed On the second charge he was fined |
our dark hours by the Knights of
wonderful
school
this
is!
Here
I
have
Smoker's Aridity Goes
nesday, Dr. E. W. Peaslee and Howe $25 and costs. He barged into trouble
Pythias of this district, by Dr Brown
plenty of it. Better be prepared.
and the Knox Hospital staff. Mr and
Jiffy with Bcll-Ans
found my dreams of democratic ideal
Glover; Thursday, Arthur F. Lamb when his car was alleged to have
Mrs Stanley Cushing and all our friends
ism come true." Happy graduates in
and iEarl McIntosh; Friday, Clinton collided with one ODerated by W. R.
neighbors and relatives who aided us
We offer today:
ln so many ways.
countless
homes, and successful girls
J. Bowley and John G. Snow.
Shibles.
Mrs. Edna Nash. Mrs. Cora Nash. Mrs
Men’s and Boys’ Laced Leg Pants $2.75, 3.00, 4.50
in the various lines of work for which
Elizabeth Coombs. Mrs. Josephine Peter
Khaki, Blue, Corduroy.
son. Mrs. Susie Jennets. Mr- O il
the
school
trains,
testify
to
the
great
Sale at What-Not Shop—only two
Three cities will be represented on
Gross, Perley Nash and Herman Nash.
value
of
their
four
years
at
the
Higli
days left.
Exceptional bargains. the basketball court at the Community
Men’s and Boys’ Hooded Jackets $3.75, 4.98, 7.50
IN MEMORIAM
School of Practical Arts and to the
Vases, bookends, pictuies, Chinese Building tonight. T he Morse High
In loving memory of Benjamin H
love which they bore its Head Master,
art goods, etc.
11-lt
boys of Bath play the Rockland High
Boys’ and Girls’ Heavy Wool Sweaters $2.98, 4.98
Lincoln who passed away Jan. 27. 1936.
their
friend. Mr. Weaver. No head
White, Black, Red.
boys, and the Crosby High girls of
Just one year ago God called him
To th at happy peaceful land.
master was ever more respected or
a w T )»
Belfast play the Rockland High girls.*
Leaving us to bear deep sorrow’.
Heavy Stockings and Mittens,
35c, 50c
beloved by faculty and pupils alike
Why we cannot understand
Over in Bath, where they take b as-1
To keep warm in.
In
our
hearts
his
memory
lingers
Ambulance Service
than
Mr.
Weaver.
ketball much more seriously than j
i Sweetly tender fond and true
they do the Bath Iron Works, there I
Mr. Weaver is survived by a widow.
1There is not a day dear loved one.
"THIS IS THE AD OF WILLIS AYER,
That we do not think of you.
Emeline (Veazie), by a son George,
is every expectation th a t the Morse!
WHO ASKS YOU ALL TO BUY A ( IIAIK"
Sadly mlr.sed by Wife and Daughter
of Belmont and by four daughters
Mrs B H. Lincoln. Marguerite and
lads will convert the Orange a n d !
Geraldine Lincoln. Mrs. Louise Ames
Mrs. James Foote of Larchmont, New
Black group into a vegetable hash,
A
M
B
U
LA
N
C
E
SERVICE
York, Mrs. John D. Pellett of Green-1
while Belfast is much emboldened by
CARD OF THANKS
Mortician*
ville, South Carolina, Mrs. Truman
1 We wish to express our sincere thanks
Rockland s failure to shine with its 1
to neighbors, friends and members of
Law of Allston, and Miss Marloi
usual brilliance. Now let's see what
the several orders for the kindness shown
Weaver of Allston. Mr. Weaver also |
us ln our recent bereavement; also for
the
Rockland
coaches
and
players
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
the beautiful floral tributes and use of CENT
has eight grandchildren.
T E L . MSB
will have to say for themselves.—
WB
E ^to M P A H T
cars.
POW
B
C
L
A
&
K
M
O
N
T
ST^
B
O
C
K
LA
N
D
Eugene F. Harrington, Mr and Mrs. J
361-365 M A IN ST.
RO C K LA N D
Services were held at his home ln
Saturday night the two Rockland
Lester Sherman. Mrs. Ella Rokes and
119-tf
08tf
Allston Sunday,
teams will play in Thomaston,
I family.
♦

7

David Daris was an eye witness of
the Middle Western flood during i /
incipient stages while attending an
electrical convention in Dayton.
Ohio.
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VO LU M E 2.

CLU B N O T E S
The last Club meeting was held
Jan. 6 in The Courier-Gazette office,
called to order by Jack Huke, the new
president. Under old business was
discussed the matter of when we are
going to get our rain capes; how
much we are to pay for the Social
Security Act and the business of pay-

“This editor business is tough go
ing,” says Jack Wood.
ing our five cents a week club dues on
time.
For new business we voted to buy |
a chair in the "Buy a Chair" Club.
Robert Saunders has resigned and
his route was taken over Jan. 19
by Milton Rollins.
The secretary's report was read by
Gordon Thompson and the treasurer's
by Elmer Pinkham.
Clarence Childs.
Route Six.
JACK H IK E CHOSEN
The meeting for the election of the
officers of the C.-G. Club was held in
the dining room of the Thorndike
Hotel Dec. 4 With a hearty supper

Jack Wood, Editor in Chief.

COURIER-GAZETTE
CARRIERS' CODE OF
ETHICS
1. All carriers shall make their
rounds with little delay as pos
sible after the paper is out.
2. All carriers must be courte
ous to customers at all times and
deliver a missed paper promptly
on call even though they feel
one was already delivered.
3. The use of suostitutes shall
be made only on report to Mr.
Richardson or one of the office
girls.
4. The use of ass-stants has
proven net to the good of the
service and is not recommended.
5. No money of the Club shall
be spent without the approval
of the officers
6 Effective Jan. 1. no member
over four weeks in arrears in
dues shall be in good standing.
7. Only members in good
standing may serve on the staff
of The Courier-Gazette or enjoy
any other privileges of the Club
8 No Club member shall smoke
or use cheap or profane language
on the Job.
9. Any Club member knowing
to have taken a drink of beer or
liquor shall instantly forfeit all
rights and privileges of member
ship in the C.-G Club.
10. Meetings shall be held
during the first week of each
month and all members are
duty bound to attend.
CLU B N IC K N A M E S

4*

Yellowstone Park.—The gentleman
from Indiana was visiting Yellow
NO. I.
stone national park with his wife, a
young son. and younger daughter.
After touring the entire loop of the
park in his private automobile, he
found himself at 8:30 p. m. at Yel
lowstone canyon with 42 miles be
tween him and his destination for
The C -G. Club wishes to express j that night at West Yellowstone,
Its thanks to the company and to
Montana, western gateway of the
those subscribers who presented us park.
Wife and daughter expressed
with gifts at Christmas time.
themselves as desirous of a nap
The community has Principal j enroute the 42 miles between the
two points. They bundled themselves
Blaisdell to thank for bringing to
well into blankets and pillows, while
R H jS. the American League's new
the father and son were to pilot the
educational sound movie. "Take Me family car.
Less than a mile from the canyon
Out To T he Ball Game." This picthe two male members of the party
found something of interest along
the roadway, stepped out of the car
to explore, and returned to continue
the journey with just a look at the
pile of blankets in the rear seat to
assure them that all was well with
the women folks.
At the West Yellowstone gateway,
the ranger politely stepped up with
the routine question: "May I see
your permit, please?”
The driver did not answer. Instead
he took a quick glance to the rear
“The K ing is dead. Long live the
seat, and exploded: "It can’t be!
King."
Saunders leaves and M ilt
This couldn't hapen to me! It sim 
Rollins takes over Route 7.
ply can't be!"
"May I see your permit, please?”
ture will be presented by Don Bren- I pressed the ranger, unaware of any
nan, Maine's only active Major I difficulty.
"It's simply not true," continued
Leaguer, who figures prominently in the driver without answering the
Chuck Dresden's plans in bringing a ; ranger. "Nothing like this could hapfirst division team to the Rhineland
pan to me. She's got the perm it."
"If you'll pardon me, I don’t un
This picture shows correct procedure
in batting, fiel&ing, pitching, etc.. derstand." the ranger came back.
Then followed the tale of the m iss
along with action shots of the World ’
ing daughter and mother who held
Series.
the park entry permit. Telephone
conversations between the ranger
and another at Canyon solved the
difficulty. Mother and daughter had
awakened when the two in the front
seat had gone out to explore. They,
too. decided to look around; but did
not get back in time to continue
the journey.
"That gentleman doesn’t know
L ufkin is still concerned about
what a jewel of a wife he’s got.” is
those delayed rain capes.
the way Frank Overhansley, dis
trict ranger at West Yellowstone,
sums it up. "Any man who can
The club did another good turn for |
drive 42 miles without knowing
Community Building when it gave its whether or not the backseat driver
services in passing flyers for th e| is with him ought to keep a close
Alumni game, helping to bring out 1 eye on his precious companion."
the biggest crowd ever to see a basketball game in Rockland.

T a lk of th e C lub

Jack
John Huke
Harold Richards ....... .............. Hare
Bushwacker
Gordon Thompson
Frederick Perry ..... . .......... Mopey
Richard Perrv
Dick
Clarence C hilds..........
Knucky
Milton Rollins ............ ................ Milt
............. thnK
Elmer Pinkham
All club members should be sure
Elmer L u fk in ............
... Tuggles their dues are kept up as according to i
"Wotto feed." sex Frederick.
Jack Wood
............ Gabby unanimous vote a month's arrears
E. L.
loses a member s good standing.
laid before them, the C.-G. members
forgot their serious missions and
quickly vanquished the roast pork,
etc., spread it evenly with a blanket
A COOKIE
of mashed potato which was soon
topped with the best of apple pie.
ON TH E WINDOW SILL
After such fortification, the mem
A spontaneous expression
c>f
bers were ready for the election of
Christmas spirit mingled with p e r - 1
officers for 1937. The meeting was
scual affection for the boys mani- j
called to order by President Frederick
tested itself city wide among those
Perry and nominations for the new
householders served by the ten car
officers commenced. After much
writing and counting the votes. It was
Treasurer Pinkham is still on the riers of The Courier-Gazette. Could
these considerate folk but hear the j
shown that the following members Job.
comments of this joyous gang in
were the chosen officers:
meeting assembled they would feel |
C.-G. CLUB’S CHRISTMAS
amply repaid. But a deeper and
At Christmas time The Courier- more lasting element is the ric h e r’
Gazette gave each of us a dollar for a
Christmas present and a short while
before the holiday we all went to
The Thorndike Hotel for a supper and
every one of us got filled up for once.
Several of the boys got $2 or S3
on their paper routes and I think
Jack lluke ran sure wield the gavel. what we 'boys got from The CourierGazette and on the routes alone made
E. P.
Jack Huke, president, succeeding a good Christmas.
Frederick Perry; Frederick Perry, vice
We hear same kind words about
president, succeeding Jack Huke;
GOOD OF THE SERVICE
Clarence Childs.
Elmer Lufkin, secretary, succeeding
Gordon Thompson; Elmer Pinkham,
I hope that the C.-G. Club boys will ________________________________ '
treasurer, re-elected; Jack Wood, do better than ever for the service esprit de corps and desire for better j
editor, succeeding Richard Perry.
this year. Every paper should be de service implanted in these adoles-:
livered as quickly as possible and in cent minds The C.-G. Club, round
good condition. Some of the boys, ing out its first year, says "Thank
including myself, have made errors You" for everything and the writer
which are not necessary. I am going adds his appreciation for the pa
to try to give better service for The tience and co-operation of the pa
Courier-Gazette and I hope others trons. As for the boys, loyal and de
will, too. We should try to make our pendable through fair weather and
club the pride of The Courier-Ga storm—I'm proud of every last one
zette and one in which we should oe of them—"they’ll do to ride the river
with."
J. M. R.
proud to belong.
fluke.
OCR CONTEST
Things that used to happen—cus
A quiet little experiment is going
tomer complaining about carrier de on right now with the C.-G. boys
livery.
being given double their usual com
mission on new subscribers. That
Members are: Harold Richards. means that every club member who
Richard Perry, Jack Huke. Frederick brings in a new subscriber gets $100.
Perry. Gordon Thompson, Elmer They get a 5 percent commission
Pinkham. Elmer Lufkin, Jack Wood, on collecting your already listed
Clarence Childs and Milton Rollins.
subscription.
j . W.
D U TC H NECK
Misses Stella Chase and Della
Chase spent last Tuesday with Miss
Marguerite Simmons of Gross Neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Chase were
Rockland visitors Friday.
Mr and Mrs. Ray Winchenbach
recently passed a day with relatives
in Nobleboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Creamer are the
parents of a daughter bom last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H. Gross and
chlirden of Bath. N. Y-. have been
recent visitors at the home of W. K.
Winchenbach
A. E. Winchenbach, who Is pass-

ing the winter at Waldoboro, was at
his home here recently.
Mr and Mrs- Redfield Miller of
lLawry were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Miller
Mrs. Lillian Wallace visited Wednesday with her mother Mrs Orrin
Black of Waldoboro.
Maynard Tarr of Topsham was a
business visitor in this locality re
cently.
Misses Stella Chase and Della
Chase were guests Sunday of friends
in Washington.

U s e d F u r n itu r e ’
WJ

TO OCR CUSTOMERS
The Club wishes to express its ap
preciation to the many patrons on
our routes for their kindness in 1936
and for the help they gave us in
many ways. We regret our errors and
will try hard to give even better serv
ice for 1937. We wish all our cus
tomers a Happy New Year.
Jack Wood. Editor.
A STRANGE HEART
An infant girl, born with its heart, |
on the outside of the body, is a
Patient in a s t L™*5 childrens
hospital. Physicians did not believe
the baby would live. The heart, un
covered by tissue, lies on the center
of the chest with Its base connected
to the larger blood vessels. Its beat
ing is plainly visible. Possibilities of
an operation to place the heart inside
the chest were considered remote at

Land P lanes Proposed
to Link Pacific Isles

Honoluta.—Fast land planes, instead of heavier and slower sea
planes. may be used o-i America's
proposed new air route from Hono
lulu to New Zealand and Australia,
according to William T. Miller, sup
erintendent of airways of the De
partment of Commerce.
Miller said there were two specifle reasons why land planes rather
than sea planes might be used on
the new 5.000-mile route to the Anti
podes. These were:
The islands already have landing
areas that could be used.
Water surrounding the islands is
too rough for seaplanes to make a
safe landing and tie up for refueling
and inspection.
The government plans to level off
the areas and prepare them for
landing fields.
"Even in their present condition.”
Miller asserted. "I would not hesi
tate to land a plane on any one of
the three islands. The possible land
ing fields are a mile long, facing di
rectly into the prevailing winds, and
are sufficiently wide for all pur
poses.”

Caches $1,000 Award
for 28-Year-Old D eed
Laredo, Texas.—An investment in
courage made twenty-eight years
ago in saving a young woman from
a runaway has been cashed by John
W. Freeman, itinerant scissors
grinder.
He has just claimed a $1,000
award made at the time of the
rescue by the Carnegie Hero Fund
commission and has bought an
acreage and built a modest home.
The award was made after F ree
man, at Fort Smith, Ark., grabbed
the runaway horse before it could
do much injury to Miss Johnnie
Porter, seventeen-year-old daughter
of a prominent business man. who
was being dragged behind her overtured carriage. Freeman himself
was stunned.
On the report of Fort Smith resi
dents, the Carnegie commission
awarded him a hero medal and
$1,000 but Freeman said;
"Gentlemen, I want you to keep
that money and give it to me when
I get older and need it."

It’s a Pipe! W arden
Solves His Problem
Columbus, O.—Warden J. C.
Woodard of the Ohio state peni
tentiary has a versatile "family.”
A 176-foot standpipe needed re
painting recently, and the warden
thought outside aid would be
needed. Before calling for help
Woodard went through the in
mates' personal records and
found he had many laborers, in
cluding 100 steeplejacks—solving
the painting problems.

CHURCH WORKERS

P lainsman

Methodist Committees Which
Have Been Appointed For
Coming Year

. (based o n //”

C E C IL B. D e M IL L E 'S

At the recent quarterly conference
of Pratt Memorial M E. Church
these committees were chosen for
the coming year.
Temperance. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood Mrs. Edith Tweedie. Mrs Ida
E. Simmons Ralph U. Clark, and
Rev. Herman R. Winchenbaugh.
Membership—Leroy A Chatto, Dr.
H V. Tweedie, Ralph U. Clark. Ida
Simmons. Esther Dollier.
Music—The pastor. Dr. H. V.
Tweedie. Burdell Strout, Thelma
Stanley; Religious Education, pastor.

/ / by
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Paramount Picture co-slarring
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.’»*?•• •«»Hoys City when
t t 'i
T h e sol(tiers in a wild u * - '
the emdiera were reneymte*
ploy of John Latlim e*. who w r u n n i « o guns to the Indiana, but Gen
eral Custer orders his arrest
Hickok escapes into the wilds after
promising his Sweetheart, Calamity
Jane, that he would meet her in
Deadwood, Later, his pal, Buffalo
Bill Cody, w ordered bu General
Custer to bring i n Hickok Deep in
the Black Hills, Cody meets
HicKok. They ambush an Indian at
a waterhole. From the Indian, they
learn that Custer’s army has been
massacred and that the Indiana
under Chief Yellow Hand were on
their way to join Sitting Bull. Lat
timer ia i n Deadwood with a con
signment of guns for the combined
tribes. Wild Bill hurries to Dead
wood to ward off Lattim er while
Cody leaves for help. Calamity
Jane has opened a saloon in Dead
wood. Hickok surprises Lattimer in
the street and kills him i n self-de
fense. He rounds up the rest of the
Lattimer gang and herds them in to
Calamity Jane's saloon.
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method by which to guard his cap-

Yes. sir. Hickok. with all the rep
the men
lng In ihe brain of the weak minded |you've killed - all the
shooting
fool. T here war Wild Bill Hickok. you’ve done— It'd be a real Hero
the biggest man in the West, sitting who’dever pull a gun on you and
w ith his back to the bar Again the get away with it ! ”
old temptation pounded— the man
A compound ot envy, desire, craxy
who killed Rill Hickok would be the
resolution came uuo Jack McCall's
g reatest—
i
T he game was in progress. Hickok eyes. And above his yearning to be
i had won a hand The foreman Jibed a big man was something else,
something overpowering Suppose
| him .
Hickok should change his nund
You’re a big man. Bill Hickok.’’
A big man. The thought raced d**0111 tbal affair In Hays City? Sup
again through Jack M cC all’s brain. pose he should decide to wipe out
“Just about the biggest man in the the man who had told Lattim er that
Wild Bill was looking for him? Sup
W est, eh?” added the foreman
And the man. thought Jack Mc pose—

tlves Only one thoughi was pound !utatlOD you've got — all

Leroy A. Chatto, Alice G. Brooks,
Thelma Stanley. Edith Tweedie. Ruth |
Ellingwood, Laura Buswell.
Finance — Henry deRoehemont.
George Gay. A. W. Gregory R. U
Clark, O B. Orcutt. Dr. H. V
Tweedie; Ruth Ellingwood; benevo- '
His hand closed over the gun butt
Call, who killed the biggest man In
lence. pastor, supt. of church school,
the West—
»
This was not murder, he told him
Au Indian entered A friendly one. self, it was self defense, protection
president Woman’s Foreign Mission- j
against a man who might at any
He saluted Wild Bill Hickok.
ary society, president Epworth League i
“ F riend of mine,” said the plains moment whirl about and —
the connectional steward.
CHAPTER X
He did not realize that he nad
Foreign missions—Edith Tweedie , “VjTEE P your hands eft your guns," man. "Though he did take a shot at
me once— before the tribe surren turued and was holding the gun
came his cold command, “or
Annie Hanscom Ella Lurvey; social
tautiy before him. He hardly knew
they'll be more dead men than the dered.”
service, pastor, Ida E. Simmons. Lena
that
he
milled
town can afford
Stevens; auditing accounts. George
the trigger
As
to bury. Now get
Gay, Parker E. Worrey, Chester L. ! ahead of me, Into
from a great dis
tance. he beard
the saloon there.
Black
the
report.
As
Church records—Thelma Stanley. I Calam ity!”
th o u g h lo o k in g
"Yes, Bill."
Shirley Rollins, Louise Dolliver; hos
through a veil he
“ Ride on the
pital visitation. Id a E. Simmons.
raw W ild Bill top
back trail. M e rritt
Margaret Philbrook. Minnie Rogers,
ple and go for
and Cody are due
w a rd . b is bend
trier of appeals. Leroy A Chatto.
here any minute
striking the table,
w ith the Fifth
Parsonage—Edith Tweedie. Ruth
his
hands out
Ellingwood. Evelyn Orcutt. Lena ; Cavalry. Tell ’em
stretched. reveal
w hat’s happened
Stevens, Mellcent Gregory, Rebecca
ing
bl3
cards,
—an' ask 'em to
Ingraham. Nettie B ritt and president : hurry!”
black aces and
eights, the "dead
of Ladies' Aid; pulpit supply, pastor. |
’’Yes. Bill. Hey.
man’s hand.”
Rev H. R Winchenbaugh. Ralph U. i you missed Jack
Then
e v e ry 
McCall, BUI."
Clark.
th in g
becam e
The little tin
Pastoral relations—Leroy A. Chat- !
blank, the milling
horn hung back.
to Dr. Hedley V. Tweedie. A. W.
crowds, the sight
“ I don’t belong
of soldiers riding
Gregory: purchasing agent. John A. j to that outfit," he
down the rutty
begged.
Stevens; nominating committee, pas
street, the faint,
Wild Bill sur
tor, George Orcutt. Ella l urvey. Edith !
lagged
snatches
veyed him.
Tweedie
of
Kaleidoscopic
"Y o u 'd b e t t e r
Evangelism—Dr. H V. Tweed1**.) come along any
action
as
the
crowd roared and
Rev H R. Winchenbaugh. George
way. You talk too
Orcutt Ella Lurvey. Alice G Brooks; I much.”
b e llo w e d a bout
h im .
b e fo re
Already Calam  “ Lattimer's dead,’’ Hickok told his captives. “ You're going to be turned
scout work, pastor . scoutmaster, j
over to the cavalry. And you might as well make yourselves comfort
stronger wills pre
ity was on her
' troop committee
able where I can watch you. Sit down."
vailed and he was
way. Wild
Bill
Parish visitation—Evelyn Orcutt., i
d r a g g e d to a
Hickok. a crowd
T h e foreman grinned viciuusiy.
m akeshift Jail. In ail his dreams of
Grace Lurvey. Lela Worrey. Esther I following him. forced his csntlves

DoUlver Ivy Chatt0 Kalherlne de'
, R osem ont. Vincie Clark,
j Leroy A. Chatto is the recording
Isteward; George B Orcutt the disburs
ing steward; Mrs Margaret Phil, brook the Communion steward; and
Mrs. Edith Tweedie the connectional
(steward
' Mrs Minnie Rogers is president of
' the Woman's Foreign Missionary soIciety; Winfield C hatto president of
: the Epworth League; and Mrs. Annie
Hanscom. president of the Ladies’
Aid.
I

j
i

UNION

Into the Bella Union.
“ Lattimer's dead." ne told them.
“ You’re going to be turned over to
the cavalry. And you might as well
make yourselves comfortable where
1 can watch you. Sit down.”
He indicated the poker table. Lat
tim er’s foreman shrugged his shoul
ders.
"Do we play a hand ot draw?"
“If you mean draw poker, it ain't
a bad idea.” answered Hickok ‘I
never miss watching men I play
poker with. Jack.” he half turned.
“ Suppose you tend bar—and sup
pose you bring us a deck of cards?”
But it was not tending bar which
held Jack M cC all’s attention as he
obeyed the order and hurried hack
to mix drinks. Nor was it this
strange situation In which a man.
trained throughout the years to
watch the every action of those
against whom he played, chose this

"T oo bad you weren’t closer."
“ H e got my horse," said Hickok
studying bis cards.
T he foreman half turned. He knew
Jack McCall's weakness. Too many
tim es on the trail in late months,
be had sat by the campfire, listen
ing to this new recruit's obsession
— the man who killed Wild Bill
H ic k o k —
"That Injun would nave been
about the biggest man In the West
if he'd killed Wild Bill Hickok."
urged the foreman.
At the bar. Jack McCall half
turned away, as if to free his brain
from the crazy things which raced
th e re . Suddenly he baited, staring.
T he drawer from which he bad tak
en the cards and chips remained
open. And there, half revealed, was
the black butt of a revolver. Again
there came the insistent voice of
1 the foreman'

Annual Church Meeting
j At the Methodist Church the Sun
day School board held its annual I
meeting Friday night with 20 pres- j
VINALHAVEN
ent.
At the supper hour a vote of ap
Mr and Mrs E. G. Carver returned
preciation was given the supper com- Friday from a brief visit with Mr. and
mittete, Lelia Mansfield Lela Has- j Mrs. Vernon Hollaway in New Haven.
kell, and Marian Calderwood. Mrs. Conn. Enroute they visited Mrs.
Thurston expressed the sympathy of i Carver's brother, Albert Annis. in
the company to Mrs. Mary Wallace I Waltham, Mass.
Mrs. Charles Chilles returned Sat
who was absent by illness. A nomi
nating committee was appointed, urday from Boston.
j made up of Mrs. Alice Plumer. Mrs.
The Bridge Eight met Wednesday
JAddie Howard, and Mrs Leah Esancy with Mrs. O. V. Drew.
iwlth Burleigh Esancy as secretary. [ Mrs. Preston Ames and son Leroy
t After the supper and a social sing , Ames went Monday to Boston.
with Mrs. G riffin at the piano, the
Ocean Bound R tbekah Lodge will
pastor led a half hour devotional hold a tacking bee Tuesday at 2.30
service.
in Odd Fellows hall. Members will
At the business session an encour take a box lunch and percale for
aging review of the past year was
quilt top.
given in reports and suggestions
The midweek prayer meeting will be
made of improvements needed Es- j
held at the Union Church vestry
pecially hopeful is the prospect of a
Wednesday, also an important meet
Men's Brotherhood in the near fu
ing of the spiritual committee.
ture. and already partly realized in
Mrs. James Christie entertained the |
the presence of a group at the
Neighborhood Club Thursday at her
Church School hour under the lead
home.
ership of George Mansfield.
Assembly was held at the High
The newly elected officers are:
School
Friday morning with this pro
Superintendent, George Mansfield;
assistant superintendent, Mrs. Lelia gram; Reading from the IBible, by’
Mansfield; treasurer, Mrs. Maude James Barton; piano solo. Norma
Calderwood; secretary, Burleigh Es MacDonald; reading. Pauline Smith;
piano solo. Rebecca Duncan; piano
ancy; librarian, Pauline Young.
A board of teachers was elected duet, Louise Burgess and Eleanor
with these heads of departments: Calderwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Young and
Adult department, Dr. H. H Plumer;
young people's, Mrs. Olive Young; Mrs, Evelyn Crockett of Portland are
juniors. John Howard: primary, Mrs. spending the winter with Mr and
Jane Thurston; beginners, Mrs. Mrs. Guy Young at Graniteville. Vt
At Masonic hall. Atlantic Royal
Bertha Bryant.
Mrs. Sadies Burgess was elected Arch Chapter held election and instal
Superintendent of the home depart lation of officers Thursday. Past
ment with Mrs. Olive Burgess as as High Priest, Edgar H Bradstreet, was
sistant; Mrs. Clara Wallace, super installing officer, assisted by grand
intendent of the nursery department companion of the host. F. L Roberts.
and temperance committee; Mrs. A banquet was served with John
Lydia Calderwood. superintendent of Wentworth as chef. The new officers
are; High Priest, Curtis Webster;
missionary instruction.
King, Edgar Bradstreet; Scribe. L. B.
Dyer; treasurer, C. C. Webster; sec
V IN A L H A V E N & R O C K L A N D
S T E A M B O A T CO.
retary, C. L. Boman; chaplain. O. G;
T e le p h o n e 402
R o c k la n d , Me.
Read D o w n
R ead L'p Lane; captain of host. E. M. Hall;
A. M .
P. M .
P. S . L. W. iLane; master Of third
5.30 Lv S W A N ’S IS L A N D .............. A r 6 00
6.30 Lv S T O N IN G T O N
.................... L v 4.40 veil. G. A. Lawry; master of second
1.30 L v N O R T H H A V E N ................ Lv 3.30 veil. W. H. Ingerson; master of first
$.15 Lv V IN A L H A V E N
......
L v 2.45
A.
1.10 A r R O C K L A N D
................
L v 1.30 veil, F. M. W hite; sentinel. P

j

Subject to change without notice
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greatness, he had not thoughi of this.
Back in the saloon. W ild Bill lay
stretched where he finally had fallen with the overturning of the table
In the mad rush of his captives to es
cape. That, ot course, had beeD Im
possible. All now were in the bands
of General Merritt's men. as well
as the tell - tale evidence of the
"(arm ing tools" In the dead Lat
timer's wagons. Cody dad come Into
the Bella Union to shout the news
of his arrival, then stand aghast at
the sight of his dead partner.
Beside the dead man knelt Ca
lam ity sobbing Her hands caressed
the long hair of the dead plainsniau. They touched bis eyes, they
smoothed his cheeks At last she
bent low She kissed the inanimate
lips.
"There -r Bill.” came s o f t l y .
"There's one—you won't wipe off."

THE END

Heating

Hints

b y J O H N B A R C LA Y , H e a tin g E x p e r t

Poking Fire Bed From
Above Forms Clinkers,
Smothers Fire, Wastes
Fuel

point that is poked from above,
the fuel-bed becomes packed, and
this packing prevents the free
passage of air, thus forming

HILE a poker frequently is a

implement to use on
Whandy
a furnace, let me caution you
against using it for the purpose
of agitating the fire-bed from,
above' That results in ® lot of
trouble for you and for your
furnace.
Stirring the fire through the
furnace door opening only mixes
ashes with the live coals, cre
atin g clinkers. As you know,
clinkers choke a fire and prevent
th e coal from burning freely and
completely. Also, they clog the
grates, making it difficult to shake
the fire properly.
Owing to the odd size and
shape uf lumps of coal at the

Webster, Edgar Bradstreet, Leseiie I
Dyer.
• • • •
Henry Gross
Henry Gross, 32. died Friday in I
Fairfield, after a long illness. De- 1
ceased was born in (Prospect, son o f '
Anssl and Arietta (Cummings) Oross
Mr. Grass is survived by his wife,
Laverne iVinali Gross; and one son.
by a former marriage; also a brother.
Lawrence Gross, of iDeer Isle.
The body was brought here and
funeral services held at the home
Sunday, Rev. N. F. Atwood, pastor of j
Union Church, officiating. There
were many beautiful floral tributes.
Interm ent was in John Carver ceme
tery.
Those from out of town to attend
th e services were Mr. and Mrs. Law
rence Gross and daughter of Deer
Isle,

clinkers. Clinkers formed this
way, however, cause less trouble,
for ordinarily they can be broke''
up and dropped into the ashnil
by gently shaking the grates, i 20)

K IT C H E N
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Janet Housto n
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ITCHEN utensils are attractive

keep so clean with those
Knewand simmer
burners of the modern
automatic gas range, why continue
to place them all behind cabinet
doors? It’s smart to hang your
saucepans in a colorful row at one
side of the range; saves time and
makes the kitchen look more homey.
The dull glow of copper, gleaming
aluminum and stainless steel, as well
as enamels in bright colors add
character to the room and fit in With
kitchen color scheme.

Every-Other-Day
“ Sighs” F a v o re d D e s s e rt
a t S p an ish C e le b ra tio n s

Spaniards are light eaters, a
Spanish saying goes, because their
favorite dessert is a “sigh.’’ A
“sigh" or “suspiro’ in Spanish is
not, however, the lament of a lover,
but instead a little cake of spun
sugar which is toasted in an oven
and melts in the mouth the minute
one bites into it.
‘‘Suspiros,’’ observes a writer
in the Detroit News, are one of the
favorite delicacies sold at “romerias," which are a combination
of a saint’s di\y, a community pic
nic and in some sections a cattle
fair. The religious celebration In
honor of the saint usually takes
place early in the morning, other
events in the afternoon. Many bring
their lunches, but at. an important
“romeria” this is hardly necessary,
for little booths and tents are pitched
and in them one can buy nuts,
cakes, candy, ice cream and of
course "suspiros."
When there is a cattle fair In
connection with a “rom eria," the
fair usually takes place in the morn
ing, as that allows both the buyer
and the seller the whole afternoon
to celebrate their good bargains. If
two men have difficulty in agreeing
on a price for a certain thing, they
call in a referee, who thinks the
whole proposition over very care
fully, and then usually decides that
the two should “split the dif
ference." This little service calls of
course for a treat, and everything
settled, the three men repair to one
of the booths or tents for a celebra
tion.
K in g ’s J e s te r U s e fu l in
T e llin g T r u t h to R u le r

Strange and degrading as it all
now seems, it was thought neither
strange nor degrading in feudal days
that the average family jester
should be a half-wit, writes Robert
M. Hill in Blackwood’s Magazine,
But the cap with the asses' ears,
marking that great fraternity of the
motley which was so much a part
of the life of the Middle Ages, cov
ered some of the sharpest as well
as some of the feeblest brains.
The baron of those days, engaging
a family fool, did not seek for a mas
ter of repartee—what he desired
was a person with plenty of animal
good spirits who was at the same
time so simple as to make the
baron's own modest intellectual at
tainments seem impressive by com
parison.
The best person to m eet these re
quirements was the village idiot,
who was accordingly transplanted
to the castle. There he had privilege
to wander where he chose, in the
banqueting hall, the kitchen, even
the ladies’ private rooms. His jokes
were coarse and rough, but though
he was sometimes whipped, gener
ally no restraint was put on his
babblings.
The Mink Family
Minks are found in more or less
abundance all over the United
States, Canada and Alaska, as far
north as trees will grow, says a
writer in the St. Louis GlobeDemocrat. When fully adult, they
reach a length of about 18 inches for
the head and body, plus approxi
mately 8 inches more for the tail.
The body of a fully developed mink
will be almost as thick as the wrist
of a man of average size. In general,
the mink bears considerable resem
blance to the weasel, having a long
body, longish neck and broad, some
what flattened head. Its legs are
short and rather stout, and its feet
have five toes each, the toes being
armed with exceedingly sharp
claws. In color, it is dark brown
above, lighter on the belly, and
with a nearly black tail. The chin
is white.
Smoke Screen M a te ria l

Ilmenite is the mineral from
which is manufactured titanium
tetrachloride, used to produce
smoke screens. Ilmenite is a by
product of the tin mines. Titanium
tetrachloride is useful in both offen
sive and defensive military opera
tions. Smoke screens may be laid
with it either to prevent the enemy
from seeing preparations for an at
tack, or to cover a retreat. A power
ful acid, it may also be used to dis
perse bodies of troops. Dropped on
them by low-flying airplanes, it soon
eats up their clothes and burns their
skin severely. The liquid is carried
in tanks under the plane’s wings and
sprayed through nozzles. The rush
ing air tears the drops apart and
the chemical reaction with the air
soon vaporizes i t
First Ice-M aking Machine

The first purely mechanical Ice
making apparatus was developed in
1775 by Dr. William Cullen, an Eng
lishman, who perfected a device
based upon the vacuum principle.
This method was not practicable,
and it remained for Jacob Perkins,
an American engineer living In Lon
don, to invent what was the forerunn-- of the modem compression
machine. For a refrigerant, he used
a mixture of ether and brine. His
invention was patented in 1834
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SPLENDID PICTURES
What the Coming Season
Has In Store For the Movie
Lovers
Adolph Zukor. chairman of the
' board of Paramount Pictures. Inc.,
j announced Saturday the titles, direc
tors and leading players of 22 of the
motion pictures on Paramount’s proi auction and release schedule for the
[ 1937-38 season, which starts Aug. 1.
IHt said the program was the most
1ambitious in the studio’s history and
had never before hpen set so far in
i advance.
The productions, whose dates or
i crder of release were not revealed,
will be:
“Spawn of the North," In Techni
color, with Carole Lombard, directed
by Henry Hathaway.
I "Beau Geste,’’ also a Technicolor,
1with Fred MacMurray, George R a ft.,
Ray Millard and Frances Farmer, Sir ]
Guy Standing, William Frawley and
Lynne Overman.
“Buccaneer" directed and produced
by Ceclle B. DeMille, with Franciska
Gaal and Randolph Scott.
"Angel," with Marlene Dietrich,
Herbert Marshall. Melvyn Douglas
and Ernest Cossart. directed by Ernst
! bubitsch.
i "I, James Lewis." with Claudette
Colbert, directed and produced by I
Frank Lloyd.
“Double or Nothing," with Bing
Crosby. M artha Raye and Dorothy
Lamour.
"High, Wide and Handsome." with '
i Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott, Doro
thy
Lamour. Charles Bickford.
Elizabeth Patterson. Akim Tamiroff
and Raymond Walburn. directed by
; Rouben Mamoullan.
“The Big Broadcast of 1938." with
Jack Benny. Bums and Allen, Leo- ’
pold Stokowski and his symphony j
j orchestra, Bob Burns and the Yacht
1Club Boys.
| “Bluebeards Eighth Wife,” with
1Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray, directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
“Souls At Sea.’ with Gary Cooper.
«
1George Raft, Frances Dee, Henry
Wilcoxon, Harry Carey. Robert Bar
rett, Olympe Bradna. Robert Cumm
ings. Beulah Bondi and Porter Hall,
directed by Henry Hathaway and pro
duced by Mr. Hathaway and Grover
}Jones.
“One More Spring," with Bing j

GOLD

CLARENCE E. DANIELS

K l f f t l COIOKOL H
M IIH -M IH U 1 E CUP
/

Sg
BUSY SECRETARY. Attractive Josetyn Libby says:
"Camels put more fun into
eating and smoking too."

“ S k iin g T a k e s G o o d D ig e s tio n ,” says S k iin g W iz a r d —
" A N D A H E A L T H Y set o f n erves to o ,’’ c o n tin u e s S ig B u c h m a y r,
s h o w n e x e c u tin g a ju m p tu r n { le ft) , an d e n jo y in g C a m e ls d u r in g a
h e a rty me . ( r ig h t ) . " I s m o k e C a m e ls a lo t. I k n o w th e y d o n 't g e t on
m y n e r .e s . A n d th e y h e lp m y d ig e s tio n . C am els set m e r i g h t ! ”
V ig o r o u s p e o p le c o u n t o n h e a lth y n erves and p r o p e r n u t r it io n to
see th e m th ro u g h . W h e n y o u s m o k e C am els, th e flo w o f d ig e s tiv e
flu id s — a lk a lin e d ig e s tiv e flu id s — speeds u p . A n d y o u h av e a sense o f
d ig e s tiv e w e ll-b e in g . C a m e ls a re m i l d e r — b e tte r f o r steady sm oking.
AS A SEA-GOING CHIEF
ENGINEER, George Bucking
ham. says: "Camels keep my
digestion on an even keel.’*

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
M ORE

E X P IN tIV C

TO B A C C O S

. . . T u r k is h a n d D o m e s t ic . . .
th a n a n y o t h e r p o p u la r b r a n d .

' the at endants wish.

The fourth quarterly conference
be held tonight at the Metho
dist Church witl^ District.-Supt.
A.
w ill

JEWELER
IT* MAIN n r ,
ROCKLAND , O aH aghn a t Augusta preacht?

,A.

r

R A D IO ’S
N E W S M A S H H IT!

“Jack O akie'z College"
Fun and e x c ite m e n t e v e r y m in u te w ith

V
V E T E R A N T E S T D R IV E R ,
Clyde Freeman (rig h t/, absorbs
hours o f punishment in a test
car. H e says: "'F o r digestion’s
sake— smoke Camels’ is agood
idea. Camels set me right.”

k

■

irrep re ss ib le J a c k O a k i e a t his best.

I z

A ls o B e n n y G o o d m a n 's * S w in g **
B a n d , G e o rg e S to ll's C o n c e r t O rche s 
tra. 1lo lly w o o d c o m e d ia n s and s inging
s ta rs — a n d — s p e c i a l c o l l e g e

ta i

c m . E very T u e s d a y n ig h t — 9 :3 0 p m
E .S T . , 8 ’ 3O p m

C . S .T ., 7 : 3 0 p m

M .S .T „ 6 : 3 O p m P .S . T , o v e r W A B C C o lu tn b ia N e t w o r k .

C « e rn a h t. im i R J. RremMe T ab a.^ c«<*a«u r.
W tattoo-Satan. North Carolina

[of her niece. Mrs. Herbert Connell
W ALDO BO RO
SOUTH BELFAST
! The installation of the officers of
Mrs. George Brown and daughElecta Hopkins has returned home : ter of Roslindale. Mass , are guests the Juvenile Grange will be held in
Mrs. Fred Herrick is visiting her
Ihe Grange hall Saturday at 2.30
' from Augusta where she was called of Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
daughter Mrs. Clarence Dnnkwater
Past County Deputy Lydia Morse will
. by illness of her daughter, Mrs.
Roger Miller passd the weekend
in Searsport.
conduct the ceremony.
I Chester Fowles.
at home from Kent's Hill.
Rev. A.rthur A Callahan, supeiinAnnouncement has been received
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mossman of Joseph Stafford has returned from
' Thomaston called recently on Mrs. the Memorial Hospital where he re- tendent of the Augusta District pre of the engagement of Robert Sellers
sided at the fourth quarterly confer and Miss Evelyn Tibbetts. No date
’ Georgia Hall and Mrs Nora Clark ' celved surgical treatment.
Rolliston Linscott and Charles ence neld Monday night in the Meth- has been set for the wedding.
i Tire Willing Workers met last
Tuesday night with Mrs. Jennie i Linscott of Boston have been called edlst Church,
Mrs. Hazel Robinson has closed her
Herbert S. Weaver, who died
, here by the Illness of their mother.
Hupper.
home fdr the remainder of the win
Thursday at his home in A'.lston.
Mrs. Jennie H. Linscott.
Barbara Allen is 111 with measles.
ter and is in Boston.
Mass, was a native of this town and
Mrs.
B
G.
Miller
has
returned
George Davis has returned from
Rev Roy Graffam of Howland
! from Portland where she passed two passed ihe summers at Martin's
three week's stay in Miami.
spent a few days here with relatives
' Point.
FOG AND SUNSHINE
Mrs. Nora Clark received word weeks with her mother. Mrs. Emma
Spear
Mr and Mrs. S. H Weston enter- recently.
IFor The Courier-Gazette)
Sunday of the death of her halfMrs. S H. Weston has been gue-, tained the Garden Club at the last
A fog of gloomy doubt
,
sister.
Mrs.
E.
Barton
of
Vinalhaven.
Roy Wight has had lights installed
Hangs skulking e’er about
Beyond the bright sky line
Mrs. Carlos Davis who passed three of her sister, Miss Gean Keene, in meeting. John H. Lovell gave an in in his house.
Of your life and of mine
teresting talk on “Flower Culture
weeks with her sister in Stoneham. Bremen.
And sometimes In our night
’ Mrs. Alice White recently visited the United States" illustrating wi’.i:
Harold Herrick. Mrs Fred Herrick
When faith has feeble sight.
Conn., has returned home.
When hope s restraining breeze
Mr. and Mrs. Paul T arr in Corinna. charts and pictures of flowers. and Mrs. Fred Jones were in Bangor
Has died out on the seas
■Mr. and Mrs. Albert Simmons is a
Mrs. Mary G Elkins has returned Twenty members enjoyed the address cn recent business. Enroute they
Or winds of dread and fear
visitor for a week at the home of
Sweep in from ocean drear
.from
Portland where she was guesj and the social hour that followed.
called on Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater.
This fog steals o’er our soul
(Mr. and Mrs. Damon Simmons.
And rests there bleak, dense, dole.
j Shuts out both Heaven and God.
Carlos Davis who went to Florida
Obscures e'en earth’s near sod.
[ three weeks ago. has employment
In dismal desolate realms
Our peace and Joy o'erwhelms.
I there on a yacht. He is now a 10 day
N e w P la stic T ran sm its L igh t Around B ends
Until the Sun of Righteousness
i cruise to Havana.
Shall rise our troubled soul to bless.
Our fog. our fears drive far away
Leah Andrews is recovering from
And flood our lives with Heavenly day.
Allison M Watts
illness caused by measles and
I Jamaica. Vt.
i bronchitis.
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Barnes called
recently on Nora Clark.
Richard Murray who has employ
ment in Whitinsville. Mass., is at
home for a few days’ visit.
Mrs. Mildred Watts and daughter
Emma of Tenants Harbor spent Fri
day with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hupper
Woodrow Cushman recently passed |
a few days on Magee Island as guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Ames.
Mrs. Harriette Barter and daughter
of Tenants Harbor visited Friday
with her sister. Mrs. Winnie Teel.
Herbert Murray. Horace Benner
and Samuel Davis were business call
ers Thursday in Rockland.
Mrs. Myron Hupper was taken
Thursday to Knox Hospital.
Miss Edna Ames of Thomaston
passed a few days recently with her
new crystal clear plastic, Luclte,
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ames on Magee
was recently demonstrated be
[ Island. Woodrow Cushman has also
fore the New York Electrical So
' been a visitor recently at the Ames
ciety as transmitting light around
home.
bends, just as a wire carries
an electric current. I n , the illus
Romance in which the dollar sign plays an important tole is madly and
tration at the right are shown a
APPLETON RIDGE
curved sheet and bent rods Of this
mcnily enacted in the new photoplay “Smartest Girl In Town." Gene Ray
Jenness Keller and Elizabeth Kel
new thermoplastic resin, placed
mond and Ann Sothern top the east of this RKO Radio Pirture which in
over electric light bulbs. The light
ler
and
son
of
Lincolnville
Beach
cludes Helen Broderick. Eric Blore. Erik Rhodes and Harfy Jans.—adv.
passes through the material, com
were visitors Sunday at the home of
ing out only at the end and on the
her aunt. Mrs Elizabeth Newbert.
engraved sections showing the in
Depicting what has been termed
Adapted to the screen from MaxMr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody. A. G
itials N. Y. E. S. It was pointed
nne of the mest beautiful romances well Anderson's prize-winning play, Pitman and son Johnson were in
out that this quality of transmit
ever brought to the screen, and the tense story reveals a youth's re Rockland Wednesday.
ting light edgewise through a sheet
the floor wi'hout breakage. This
filmed against a New York back- lentless efforts to track down a group Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert and j
or around a curve is also posses polished on a bulling wheel.
This plastic, which was recently material c:.n be tooled, machined
sed by quartz crystal.
ground of swift-moving action the of killers who committed a crime tor Nelson Moody visited Friday in Rock
' Another demonstration illustra announced by the du Pont Com and palish d It Is no* affected by
nerve-tingling drama, “Winterset which the father was unjustly ac- land. Mr. Newbert will soon enter I
ted at the upper left shows the pany, and which was introduced un sunlight i, I is Impervioua tc alco
wi'l be the new screen tenant of the ' cused and subsequently electrocuted. Knox Hospital for medical treatment [
exposure of this new plastic to a der the name of Pontallte, posses hol, alkali and adds. Its freedom
Strand Theatre Wednesday an d ; On the threshold of success, hjg life- Mrs. Newbert will remain in the city
mercury ultra violet lamp, follow ses other unusual qualities. It Is from col r permits fabrication Into
Tliursday.
long objective clashes with new- during his stay there.
ing which It shone for several sec clearer than optical glass, but is delicate tinted shades, and by
Burgess Meredith, Margo and Ed- foynd romance in the person of a
Willing Workers met last Tuesday
onds In the dark with a blue green flexible and almost unbreakable A combining dyes and pigments vary
phosphorescence. At the right, a ball of it resembling a ball of ing degrees of rotor ini Iranspaf.
uardo Cianneili. head the unqsually beautiful girl whose brothel Is vitally j afternoon, 12 strong, at the.-home of
rod ot the material la shown be lag < y w n WM beutttad ftfd id to jfl on aqcj Ceo be oi taine.^ )f,. • _
Strong cast._______ __________
yivolvcti in the .crime.—adv,________ Miss Adna Pitman.
____________

SOUTH WARREN

, Whitehill.
! The march was played by Olive
' Fales and Dora Maxey served as
!soloist. Every detail was carefully
carried out—decorations, wedding
bell, confetti and conveyances pro! t ided for the going-away trip
Refreshments were served by
1Laura Copeland. Mabel Mills. Eva
Perry. Evie Fernald and Rachel
Overlock. A small load of wedding
gifts was presented the happy (?)
couple with presentation speech by
Charles Maxey. A social dance folI lowed

A T STR A N D W ED N ESD AY -TH U R SDA Y

FRIENDSHIP

ROSE DAVIS {left}, champion
cowgirl, often rides a bucking
bronc twice a day. She says:
"T he jolting puts a strain on
my digestion. That’s why I
smoke Camels w ith my meals
and after. Camels are so mild."

C a m e lt a re m a d e f r o m f in e r ,

Mrs Blanche Simmons Is recover
Crosby.
"Artists and Models." with Jack ing from illness.
L. R. Bucklin is confined to his
1Benny.
“Victor Herbert." with Irene Dunne ' home with a severe cold.
directed by Wesley Ruggles,
Mrs. Laura Copeland. Mrs. Dora
j “Madame Butterfly." with Gladys JMaxey, Mrs. Doris Maxcv and Mrs
Swarthout.
Olive Fales motored last Tuesday to
"Coviar for his Excellency." with Portland. On return they were ac
George Raft, Gail Patrick and Akim companied by Charles Maxey who
i Tamiroff.
had been in attendance for two days
Harold LLoyd comedy.
at a meeting of the Standard Oil Co.
“W hat Ho." with Gary Cooper, to executives. One of the high lights
be produced by Emanuel Cohen’s of the meeting was the address given
Major Productions for Paramount by Bill Cunningham, noted spor’s
release.
writer.
• • ••
A May West starring picture for
Major Productions, Paramount re
Mock Wedding At Grange
The lecturer of Good Will Grange
lease.
"Show Business." with Jack Benny staged an impressive mock wedding
and Oladys Swarthout. the script be at the meeting Thursday night which
ing prepared by Fannie Hurst.
was witnessed by an audience num
"Gambler's Maxim." with George bering 90.
Raft, Frances Farmer and Ida
The part of the bride was taken
Lupino.
by Doris Maxey: groom. Jesse Mills;
“Cuckoo College." with Jack Benny clergyman Fred Maxey; best man.
M artha Raye and the Yacht Club Ira P erry; ring bearer.Obear Copeland;
Boys, produced by Lewis Qensler and flower girl, Alice Glidden; parents
directed by Leo McCarey.
of the bride, Fred Fernald and Lula
A Marlene Dietrich starring picture Libby; attendants. Avis Maxey. Iola
also is on the schedule.
Wyllie. Joyce Whitehill and Martha
Mr. Zukor also listed a group of
1outstanding productions now In work
for spring and summer release p re -!
ceding the 1937-38 program, headed
; by "Waikiki Wedding," starring Bing
Crosby with Bob Burns. M artha Raye j
and Shirley Ross: "I Met Him in
i Paris," a Wesley Ruggles Production |
starring Claudette Colbert with Rob
ert Young: ‘Mountain Music," the
McKinley Kantor story with Bob
, Burns and Martha Raye. and “Swing
High, Swing Low." with Carole Lom
bard. Fred McMurray and Charles
Butterworth. directed by Mitchell
Leisen.
The outstanding new Paramount
star who will be launched in 193738 will be Franclsko Gaal. Continen
tal singing actress now in Hollywood
under contract. Mr. Zukor added,
i
____________

Mr and Mrs. Albert Jamseon and
Mr. and Mrs. Bird Jameson motored
to Biddeford recently for a day s visit.
Mrs. Ida Holtses who has been
guest of Mrs Walter Wotton for sev
eral weeks, has returned to Hyde
Park, Mass.
The Dodge Foundation
The object of the Dodge founda
Mrs. John Mitchell who has been
tion is to promote the well-being of in ill health, is gaining slowly.
mankind throughout the world, us
Mr. and Mrs. George Mitchell are
ing as a means to that end chari
table, benevolent, religious, mis visiting friends in Boston.
sionary and public educational ac
The Pythian Sisters will serve a
tivities, agencies and institutions.
public supper Wednesday in K. P.
2 hall. During a social in the lodge
room various games will be played
WE BUY
Including bridge, beano or whatever

OLD
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Mr. and Mrs Leon Ames, on Magee
Island.
Sanford Hyler. who has been em
Mr. and Mrs Karl Stetson went
Sunday to Boston to spend a few ployed at his trade as sailmaker. in
days on a business trip. Their daugh Waldoboro, for two weeks, returned
ter. Gay Stetson, is guest of Mr. and home Saturday.
Members of Arcana Lodge. K P
Mrs. Warren O. Feyler. meantime.
and
Mayflower Temple, Pythian
, Relatives have received announce
ments of tlie recent engagement of Sisters are to unite with the Georges
Miss Elizabeth Hewett, daughter of River Lodge and Crescent Temple,
Fred Hewett, of New Britain. Conn., in Warren, for a Joint installation of
to Philip Bergstrom, son of Mr and officers. Feb 9 in Warren.
Mrs. Oliver B. Hahn returned home
M' s Charles Bergstrom, also of that
Saturday from Winchester. Mass ,
place.
Mrs J. Edward Elliot Is visiting her I after spending “ few days with Mr
sister. Miss Ruth Averill, in New and Mrs. Harry L. Pilkington.
Eugene Clossoti. of Linwood. Mass.. |
York city, for a week.
Mrs. Stanley Blanchard, who was Passed
weekend with Mr. and
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Elmer R. Bigg- Mrs. Herbert Newbert
ers. for the past week, has returned
• • • •
to Blanchard.
The annual installation of officers
Miss Olive Rowell, who has been of Fales Circle. G. A. R.. was held
seriously ill Is very much Improved. Friday at the home of Mrs. Susie
Mrs. Lee W. Walker. Mrs. Bowdoin Newbert. with the department past
L. Grafton. Miss Clara Spear. Miss president. Mrs Bernice Jackson, as
Letitia Creighton and Miss Ardelle installing officer assisted by Mrs.
Maxey were luncheon guests Satur May Sistare. as conductor. The of
day of Mrs William T. Flint.
ficers installed were: President, Mrs
The local Chapter of the American Lora Boynton: senior vice president.
Red Cross has been requested to Miss Margaret Jackson; junior vice I
raise its share of the amount allot- president. Mrs. Nora Benner; secre-'
ted to Knox County to aid in the tary, Mrs Susie Lamb: treasurer.1
relief of flood sufferers and Mrs Mrs Ella Flye; chaplain. Mrs. Mary
Richard O. Elliot, local chairman. Rogers; patriotic instructor. Mrs
asks that anyone desiring to con- Bernice Jackson; conductor, Mrs j
tribute to this cause get in touch with May Sistare; assistant conductor,
her or the treasurer. Miss Jessie M Miss Edith Jackson; guard. Mrs.
Stewart.
j Susie Newbert; assistant guard. Mrs.
Miss Edna I Ames is spending a Grace Colson. Miss Edith Jackson,
ten days' vacation with her parents, retired president, was presented a
Past President's jewel and also a

THOMASTON

w

SALADS
D e lic io u s , R efresh in g

TEA

401

W”

C H A N G E O F O W N E R S H IP

PETER PA N
BEAUTY SHOPPE
Established in 1925
Has been purchased—equipment and good
will—by

C LA R A NASON
who w ill eonduet the shop along modern
lines eatering to

W

ALL FORMS OF BEAUTY CULTURE

Phone 996 Rockland
368 M ain St. Over the
V. A. Leach Store

OPENING M ONDAY, JAN. 25
\11 Old Patrons and New Friends Welcome

V i ~ ..
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—
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from the

------------------------
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NATION-WIDE

PURE V A N IL L A
CONFECTIONER'S

SUGAR

D O M IN O

M ARSHM ALLOW

FLU FF

.

SMALL
CAN

.

C A M P B E L L ’S T O M A T O

SOUP

K E L L O G G ’S C O R N FLAKES

.

.

.

K E L L O G G ’S SHREDDED W H E A T
SPLENDID— FANCY

GOLDEN BANTAM CORN

NO !
CANS

SALADA'

FANCY—MEDIUM

PRUNES

.

.

.

TEA

LB PKG

“FroJi from the QarJrrj’*

BUTTER

16 O Z
JAR

19.

E m u G ro u p e d W it h R h e a ,
O s tric h a n d C a s s o w a ry

a n d M rs J a c k -

Brown Label
YELLOW EYE— PEA
RED KIDNEY

2

TALL
CANS

p'kg

33c

Automobiles washed, expert work
men, power washer, 99c. Fireproof
Garage. Rockland.
157-13

31
Q e n iu n e C n q r a v e d
N A T IO N -W ID E

S un shine
.
ASSORTM ENT VARIETIES

SLICED

D R IE D

intqlish Style Giscuits
SUGAR
W AFERS

4

23

S T A T IO N E R Y
At The Lowest Prices In Hlxioryl

BEEF

2 ’/ , O Z
JARS

27<

Visiting C ards
100 paneled cards, choice o( 4
sizes and 30 styles of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED, only . . . 51.65

W ed d in g Announcem ents
or Invitations
LIGHT M E A T

TUNA

When New England was first set
tled, there were no hymn books
available to the church congrega
tions, so each church had a pre
centor, whose duty it was to lead the
singers by reading the Psalms, a
line at a time, and setting the
tunes.
The congregation knew at first
about 20 Psalm tunes. As people did
not have hymn books in which the
tunes were written down beside the
words which properly went with
them, the precentors were some
times unable to prevent the congre
gations from shifting from one tune
to another. When the loud-voiced
individuals who started the crowd
off on a wrong track were identified,
they were fined. The court records
of Massachusetts refer to many in
stances of this sort. One report
from Worcester reads as follows:
"Deacon Hart, the Chorister, oue
Sabbath day in setting the Psalms,
attempted to sing the Bella tune.
Your memorialist, being used to
the old way, did not know the Bella
tune from the Pax tune and sup
posed that the deacon had aimed at
the Cambridge short tune and had
set it wrong. Thereupon, this peti
tioner raised his voice in the Cam
bridge short tune and the people
followed him except a few who sang
the Bella tune. So, there was an
unhappy discord and the blame was
all imputed to your poor petitioner
and John Hooke, Esq., assistant,
sent for him and fined him.”—
Washington Star.

Zoologists group the emu with
other big running land birds like
the ostrich, the cassowary and the
rhea of South America. The emu is
found in the open country of Austra
lia and neighboring islands.
Although few men care to eat the
emu's fat, oily meat, and he has no
plumes to recommend him to the
• • • •
attention of hunters, writes W. H.
The engagement of Miss Dorothy Shippen, Jr., in the Washington Star,
Eastman Dunn, daughter of Mr. and he is rare because Australians en
Mrs. George Eliot Dunn, of Maple joy the sport of running him down
on horseback.
wood. N J . to Samford Clarke Smith
In size the emu ranks between the
of Maplewood, was announced at a African ostrich and the South Ameri
luncheon at the Washington Inn.
can rhea. His body is covered with
Maplewood, on Jan. 16. Miss Dunn rich brownish plumage and neck
and head are feathered. The emu
is a graduate of the New Jersey
College for Women in class of 1934 feeds upon herbs, fruit and roots.
In the wild state the heh emu lays
and the New York School of Social
six or seven eggs in a shallow nest
Work in 1936 She is now with the ■ scooped in the sand. The male incu
New Brunswick. N. J.. Chapter of the i bates the eggs, like the ostrich and
cassowary.
American Red Cross. Mr. Smith,
The emu, when alarmed, utters a
the son of Mrs. Harriet Smith and
faint booming noise or a shrill piping
the late George Harry Smith, former
note. He is a good-natured bird and
residents of Maplewood, is a graduate
one readily tamed.
from the University of Virginia, 1934 |
and also of the Brooklyn Law School I
of St. Lawrence University. He is a
Famous Ephrata Cloister
Famous Ephrata Cloister, Penn
membor of Phi Delta Phi and Delta
sylvania retreat where once flour
Sigma Phi fraternities, and is now
ished a picturesque and mystic re
connected with the Union Dime
ligious community and scene of his
Savings Bank of New York City. No toric Revolutionary war episodes,
date has been set for the wedding
is said to be the oldest non-Catholic
The bride's father is a former Thom
monastic institution in the New
World. It was established in the
aston man. and the family is well
middle of the eighteenth century. It
known in this vicinity.
was a community made up of mem
• • • •
.
bers of a sect of German religion
A public supper will be served by ists which was an offshoot of the
the Federated Ladies' Circle tonight! Dunkers, who were essentially Bap
in the Congregational vestry at 6 30. i tists. In the seventeenth century
there arose in southern Germany
In the evening Rev. Corwin H. Olds several faiths of this kind, such as
of Rockland will give a lecture on the Mennonites and the Dunkers, or
his tour across the continent, illus Tunkers. They were not well re
trated by moving pictures and slides
ceived by the church authorities;
The American Legion Auxiliary some were persecuted, and, like
public card party will be held in the many other religionists, thousands
came to this country in quest of
Legion rooms Thursday night instead
liberty of faith and speech. In east
of Friday as previously stated. Play ern Pennsylvania these devout and
begins at 8 o'clock.
simple folk settled and prospered.
A pregram will follow the Ladies'
Circle supper Wednesday at the Bap
"Silver Heels” M arshall
tist Church.
John Marshal, chief justice from
The local post office will close at
1801 - 35. acquired the nickname
1 p. m. every Saturday.
"Silver Heels” in his youth and the
In response to an urgent appeal sobriquet' stuck to him throughout
from the American Red Cross there life. It was said of Marshall, who
will be a special collection taken at was athletic in his younger days
and one of the best runners and
the Baptist Church next Sunday.
jumpers
in the Virginia forces dur
Mrs. C. R. Simmons of Oakland ar
ing the revolution, that he could,
rived Monday and is guest of her with a running jump, clear a pole
brother Dr. B H. Keller, for a few laid on the heads of two men as
tall as himself. On one occasion,
! days.
Mrs. A. J. Spaulding entertained at while making an exhibition of his
a two-table bridge Monday afternoon. athletic skill, he ran a race in his
stocking feet. His homemade stock
Mrs. Charles Sm ith and Mrs. Enoch
ings were blue in color with white
M Clark were awarded prizes. The heels. This circumstance, combined
other players were Mrs. Earl Risteen, with his victory, led his fellow
Mrs. Dawson Brewer and daughter soldiers to nickname him "Silvar
Miss Ada F. Coleman, Mrs Vernon Heels.”
Achorn and Mrs. Alton Grover.

45c

Red Label

M

BEANS

F in e d W h e n O u t o f T u n e

I

PEANUT
B and

O ld T im e C h u rc h S ip g e rs

son also received a gift in apprecia
tion of her services. During a social
hour a buffet supper was served.
Mrs. Kenneth Feyler was hostess
Wednesday night to the Happygolucky Club Miss Florence Newhall of
Tenants Harbor was a visitor.

G O LD FLAKE

F iS H

.

.

CAN

17c

N A T IO N -W ID E
FANCY
RED A L A SK A

SPLENDID— FANCY

CATSUP

.

.

.

14 O Z
BOI

S A L M O N

17c

can

PILLSBURY'S

PANCAKE

FLO UR

PKG

10c

n

23c

On white or Ivory stock—wed
ding or plate finish. Inside and
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
CLUDED ______________ $8.95

Social Stationery
Special styles for men and women.
A choice of lovely colors, mono
grams and styles of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED..................... ..
S2.2S, 53.35 and up.

.

n a t io n - wide service grocers
U j rpiTip r?r?i? r?uuzrzjdj jiijHj^fZfZJZJ2JzrdJZJZfZJZJZizizi^dJ£JzizJZJZJZL£JZJ2r^rejiijgjznuHJZJZJZfzizjzrajzfajtt?

Business Stationery
500 business cards or HammeralU
Bond letterheads, PLATti IN
CLUDED, o n ly __________$7.95

f

The C ourier-G azette

JZvery-Other-Day

John O'Groat’s nouse
John O'Groat’s House is a spot
on the north coast of Caithness, Scot
land, 14 miles north of Wick and
1 3-4 miles west of Duncansby Head.
It is the mythical site of an octagonal
house said to have been erect
ed early in the sixteenth cen
tury by John Groot, a Dutchman,
who had migrated to the north of
Scotland by permission of James
IV. The site of the traditional build
ing is marked by a mound and flag
staff.
Meaning of Word “ Mesa”

The word "mesa” is a Spanish
word meaning table. It describes
high, broad and flat topped table
land with steep sides, characteristic
of the southwest. One of the most
noted is Mesa Verde, in southwest
ern Colorado, fifteen miles long,
eight miles wide with cliff-like sidei
400 to 800 feet high. The verde ii
Spanish for green, therefore greet
table (land).
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BLACK, tan and white pup lost
North Cushing
Tel. Thomaston
EVERETT CONDON.
g .fl
HOUND lost, light lemon ears, dar
spots each side, collar with nam
WALTER LOW, City.
9
BUNCH of keys on ring foundWinslow Holbrook Squ . Rockland Own
er may have same by paying for, th
advertisement.
11-1
FIFTEEN foot dory found. No
has four broken timbers on starboari
side O S. PHILBROOK. Matlnlcui
Me.____________________________ 11NOT1CE—Is hereby given of the losl
of deposit" book numbered 36709 and th
I owner of said book asks for duplicate id
[ accordance with the .provision of th
j State Law ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK,
| By EDWARD J. HELLIER. Treasured
1Jan S. 1937.
5«-T-T

W A N TED

foo

59

PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven. 10
Llmerock St.. Rockland. Tel. 1293 EVl
AMES.
9* 1
MAN wanted to become contact maL
and Investigator for national organlzal
tlon. Experience unnecessary. Oood a p l
pearance essential. No selling W rltl
750-770 MADISON BLDG. Milwaukee!
Wts_____________________________ ll* l(
DAY work wanted Laundry to do a!
' home or accommodating by experienced
Finnish woman. Phone 452-WK
11-1J
HOUSE keeper wanted for man 30 ana
boy 5. Small house and easy work Writd
N H. care Courler-Oazette
A good home for woman wanted whd
In exchange will help with bouse work on
companion for elderly lady L J RJ
14 State street.
11*13
PULLETS wanted^ fowl, veal calves!
cows, new milks and beef of any kin d !
Tel 806-J PETER EDWARDS
7 -lf
USED typewrltter In good condition,
wanted Call 793-W . after 4 p. m. 5*tl

1

V E R T IC A L (Cont.)
H O R IZ O N TA L (Cont.)
15-To blind
48-Cauterizes
17- Unit
50- Suffix. Footed
18- Speck
51- Deep hole
19- Japanese coin (p i.)
52- Dogma
53- Seniors (abbr.)
24- A church official
12- Girl'a name
25- English title (p i.)
13- Combining form. A ir 54- A noose
56-Territory East of
27- Trap
14- A letter
the Dead Sea(Bible) 28- Walking sticks
16-Scents
59- Sewing implement
30-A rodent
18-Pig-pen
32-Open (Poet.)
60- Followed
20- Consumed
35- Drop
61- W ild animal
21- Canvas shelters
36- Pertaining to Eolus
22- A pastry
62- A rest
37- A condiment
2*-S lu m b er
V E R TIC A L
38- Sheerer
26- W ild (Scot.)
1- Existed
39- Ancient galley (p t.)
27- Scoff
40- A serpent (pi.)
29-A bank official (pi.) 2 - Man's name
3 - The garden41- Changed the course
31-Give*
dormouse
(Naut.)
83-A church official
4 - Trappers
(abbr.)
42- Terminates
5- Began
45-Proceeded rapidly
34- Woodland sprite
6- Lock of hair
48- An ecclesiastical
35- Porsakes
7 - Part of the head
vestment
3 9-T o deprive, as of
8 - Eleven hundred one 49- Pieee of rock
someone beloved
9- Cuddle
83-Howls
54- Guided
11-W ithdraw from
55- Lyric poem
M—Prefix. Thrice
action
46- Prussian city
57- Man's name
47- Sick
14-The Orient
58- Exeept
H O R IZ O N TA L
1 -T o lose freshness
5 -P a rt of a plant
9 -C loser
10-Draw ing instrument

(Solution to previous puzzle)

Legal Notice
STATE OF MAINE
In Senate. Ja n 6. 1937.
ORDERED, the House concurring, that
no bill for private or special legislation
be received by this legislature after four
o'clock In the afternoon on Thursday.
February 4. 1937. except by unanimous
consent In the body In which It Is In
troduced. and further.
T hat any bill for private or special
legislation which shall be received In
either body of this legislature by unanl- 1
mous consent after four o'clock In the
afternoon on Thursday. February 4.
1937 shall be referred to the Elghtyn lnth Legislature If unanim ous consent
for Its reception Is not given In the
other body In concurrence

j1

,i

FO R SALE

H♦

LIVE bait for sale large and small
price 11 per quart
RAYMOND
CARLETON. South Union. Me
11-11
MAN'S racoon coat for sale a t ”
bargain; used only a few times. C
HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St . Tel 986-J |
_______________________________ 11L'SED stoves bought and sold, feonj
good bargains in kitchen ranges c.
i GROTTON. 138 Camden St., Tel. 1214-k

_______________________
id
THE Bunker place. Beechwoods Sq

Thomaston for sale. Large barn, her
, house 10 acres of land Seven room hotisl
Apply to MARY T BUNKER. 649 Masj
Ave. Arlington, Mass
9-1
LIVE bait for sale. BRIO. YOUNO. I
t South Main St.. Tel. 1132-W
8*
' MAN'S fine, heavy black broadclod
coat, mink lined. Persian lamb collal
value 8500. Someone can have a grea.
bargain, for 8125. Inquire a t C ourleJ
, Gazette office.________'___________152-8
USED Automobile Parts—motors f 3
boats. New parts at a savings. All pa ill
sold on Money-Back Guarantee AUU
STATE OF MAINE
- \ SAVE YARD. INC . 1887 River St . H yl
In Senate. Jan 6. 1937.
! Park. Mass.
152*'
ORDERED, the House concurring,
. ! VICTROLA with records for sa il
that no bill or resolve be received by this
■ Walnut, console style, excellent condf
legislature after four o'clock In the
* t tion; very reasonable. Call 793-W ofte
afternoon on Thursday. February 11.
• 4pm .
148*
1937. except by unanimous consent In
the body In which it is Introduced, and n*****s*«*****«**«*.<**»**«**«**»***-*»**»*i(
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good local
further.
tlon 11600. 8-acre farm, good b u tld ln f
ORDERED that any bill or resolve I
$800; 70-acre farm, good buildings $16
which shall be received In either body I
Any of these for small payment dowri
of th is legislature by unanim ous consent
; balance as rent V. F. STUDLEY. T el
after four oclock In the afternoon on
; 1154. 283 Main St.
1-tf
Thursday. February 11. 1937. shall be
~~FOCOHONTAS" soft coai? $8 50; h a rj
referred to the Elghty-nlnth Legislature j
| coal. $15: coke. $11. J. B PAULSE
If unanim ous consent for Its reception |
, Tel 62. Thomaston.______
1-tj
is not given In the other body In con- |
currence. These orders shall not apply j
FORDSONtractor for sale BICKNEL1
MANUFACTURING CO _______
1-tj
to bills reported by any Joint standingj
or Joint select committee In the regular ,
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or t f
course of business, nor to such bills and I
, let for the season. Phone us. R ocklanl
resolves as are Intended only to facllt- I
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
tate the business of the Elghty-elghth
Legislature.
BOYDEN V BROWN. 1
Secretary of the Senate
8-T-17

♦ EGGS AND CHICKS

CLEMFNTS REDS AND

TO LET

CROSSBREDS

Atlantic
RANGES
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

AND UP

.

Atlantic Ranges are available in
Black and All Enamel Finishes
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. t-M*
31X325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-tl

L IV E
B A IT

la te

H .H .C R IE & C O .
328

MAIN ST.,

ROOMS with garage, to let. 239 Broai
way. Tel. 454-W.__________________ 10*
UPSTAIRS tenem ent to let; fi’
rooms and bath, at 90 Broad St.. Ti
323-M
11*
-a
THREE large rooms with bath to 1<
newly painted, on first floor $6 wee
Tel 330 or 1154. V. F. STUDLEY. 2
i Main 8t.
6FOUR-room apt to let, with h eatl
and bath 12 Knox street. Tel. 156-W
BUCKEYE Incubator for sale. 2.304
104
egg capacity. Excellent condition. Easy
FURNISHED tenem ent to let MR|
and economical to operate. Price reason
PERLEY MILLER. 57 South Main S ,
able. WILSON MERRIAM. Union, Me
9-1
9*11 Tel. 1213-J.
HOUSE to let at 43 Pacific St.; new
papered and painted throughout; on
pipe furnace
lights. References r
qulred. Tel. 291-W.
________ 8j
SHENANDOAH
HEATED three room apartm ent wll
bath to let 186 North Main St . T«
Wood-burning brooder stoves; ample
755-M.___________________9 -|
heat for coldest weather, cost less to
THREE furnished rooms for llgl
run and take less care th a n coa* housekeeping to let. with private b a tl
65
North Main street.
4-r
brooders. Burn green wood. Used
FOUR-room apartm ent to let. parti
and sold by CLEMENTS BROS.
furnished or unfurnished. Over S h u td
FARMS, Winterport, Maine.
Ask
Barber Shop, 566 Main St C A HAMI1
them for further information and
TON. 29 C hestnut St ■ Tel 986-J.
6-f
prices.
li-tf
FIVE-room apartm ent at 253 Camdel
S t . hot water heat. Bath, lights, gagaa
garden patch. 818 month. MRS. FROS1
Tel 318-W
5-i
ATTRACTIVE and convenient stea
heated office to let. Location opposl
foot of Llmerock Street affords unusu
light and valuable publicity facllltli
E C. MORAN CO._______________ 148FURNISHED apartm ent to let, nlj
NOTICE—My wife Helda Stinson left and warm, all modern, hot water hej
my bed and board without Just cause rent reasonable Fl/OYD SHAW. 47
1 shall pay no bill after th is date Main St . Tel 422-R
Jan 23. 1937. WALTER H STINSON
M inturn. Me
11*13
THE only tailor In the city who can
alter and repair your garm ents and
furs perfectly. NEW YORK TAILOR,
corner Main and Summer Sts
8-tf
AMAZINGLY Helpful Spiritual Reading i
16 questions answered constructively [
25c and stamp. O. A, A. JONES. Bluehlll
Falls. Me
9*11
WATCHMAKER—watches, clocks, an
tiques, all kinds, repaired Call and
deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
Amesbury St., Rockland, Tel. 958-J.
151*13
PAINTING, paperhanging, all work
guaranteed. prices reasonable.
VAN i
RUSSELL. 16 Fulton St.. Tel 408. 4-17 !
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Samples and knitting directions free
H. A. BARTLETT. Harmony Maine.
IJ T o U t Printing i i more
________________________________ 156-10 j ”
ju«t putting word* into ty p *
SKATE _821®rP£ILln8-_ promptly done, i It i« th * creation of • work of art,
CRIE HARDWARE CO, 408 Main St.
ba it a tim p le littla announcement
1-tf
Bred to lay—bound to pay. Sired by
pedigreed males. Grow fast, feather
well, lay heavily. Maine Pullorum
Clean. 30 years experience.
Sold
under broad guarantee.
Get our
(’.italosiue—tli.it *1 the Maine idea.
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS, W interport, Maine.
•
11-tf

<

*

Your Old Range Taken in
Exchange

fl* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

♦ MISCELLANEOUS ’

M 9 .5 O ,

ADVERTISEMENTS
YOUR CONVENIENCE

I

In E verybody’s C olum n

ROCKLAND, ME.

LADIES—Reliable hair goods a t Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t. Mall ojdera
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
1-tf

READ THE ADS

tS^ive.ynoney

or an elaborate booklet.
Henea
we taka all th * pride of an artist
in h it craft, In each job; and th a t
ia the aecrel of the auparlativa
quality of The Courier-G azette
Printing.
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KNOX ARBORETUM

O C l ETY

AT PA R K THEATRE W EDNESDAY

Lewiston Journal Offers a
Supplement To Norman
W. Lermond’s Letter

Quick Response

Under the caption "Additional
Facts," the Lewiston Saturday Jour' nal had this to say about Norman W

Miss Bernice Esancy of Portland is
I visiting h er cousin, Mrs. (Blanche
i Shadie.

I.ermond's recent article concerning ,
Gov
Lewis O. Barrows and Knox ,
Mr. and Mrs. Stafford M Congdon
Arboretum:
are stopping at the Hotel Weylin in
New York.
"There is more to this story than
appears in cither the Governor's ref
Corner Club met Friday a t the
Mrs. A rthur Orne left Monday for
erence to the arboretum or the LerWilmington, Cel. to be the guest of home of Mrs. Mida Fackard, where
i mond's 'The Facts of the Case;
her sonr-Aithur K. Orne Mr Orne Mrs. Harry W French acted as hos
"It is absolutely true that the State
is planning to join his wife there tess. Mrs. Orrin Smith and Mrs.
has received a deed and it has been
Mida
Packard
won
high
and
low
later.
scores, respectively.
recorded; also th a t the State paid
for the recoraing.
Miss Maudic Peterson is spending
"It Is also true th a t the State, since
the week at Reading and Rockport,
Pupils of the First Grade. CresJune 30, 1935, h as spent more than
Mass.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy A.
$15,003 on the Arboretum; that this !
cent S treet School, assembled at the
Miss Gwendolyn Rubenstein of j Chatto Friday to help Robert celeThat Margo is the sister of Paul Guilfoyle, a key witness to the crime for money was paid by State Controller |
Farm ington Normal School is at her brate his seventh birthday. A peanut which her lover's father was innocently sent to the electric chair, complicates Runnells upon orders passed by the
home on Rockland street for a week, hunt was included in the games, with her tomancc with Burgess Meredith in "Winterset.”
j Council.
called by the illness of her mother.
"it is also absolutely true that
Bob's teacher. Miss Anita G atti, in —— —
there is no record of Governor and
charge. Nice presents for the young
IMETHEBESEC CLUB
A surprise birthday party was given host.
1Council voting to accept the gift of
TIMELY HELPS
Robert Seliger at his home on North
the Arboretum.
Date of Annual Guest Day
for the
Main street Wednesday night. Guests George Voung of St. Johnsbury,
"This may not seem to make sense,
Changed To March 4—
were Miss Grace Poland, Fred Palm Vermont has been the guest of Mr.
| but it is the facts of the case, as in
HOMEMAKER
er. Mr. and Mrs. Franz Butler, Rock and Mrs. Harold Whitehill.
quiry at the offices of the Secretary
Member Lost
land an d Mr. and Mrs. Bertrum
As the winter advances, homemak of State and of the State Controller
The Methcbesec Club m"t Friday ' ers depend more on the cans and confirm. A n atu ral query is. How
Young of Camden. Bridge was en
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Mills of
joyed, Mrs. Butler scoring high for j
compIete ran there be such a mix-up. especlalBoston are spending the winter with afternoon at the home of Mrs. Arthur }arg on the pgntry shel{
the ladies, and Mr. Young scoring
Haines,
Broadway,
with
39
members
menus.
Every
family
has
certain
pref- b' wben these fact have been known
Mr. Mill's mother, Mrs. Ada Mills,
high for the men. Mrs. Young and
and one guest present.
It was j erences in seasoning which t h e ' tor 501,16 tlm6?
Limerock street
Mr. B utler received the booby prizes.
voted to change the date of the An- homemaker keeps in mind when can- “» *» evident th at the answer is
Refreshments were served.
found in this custom or habit which
Kenneth Nichols, who is teaching nual Guest Day scheduled for Feb. nln« Commercial canned foods are has developed in recent years of
seasoned for what is considered the
F rid ay ’s meeting of the Rubinstein ai Mcdcmak was weekend guest of his 19, to March 4, each member having average taste, to which the able cook the Council doing a larger amount—
sister. Miss Relief Nichols, at the
Club will be held at 2.15 a t the Uniprobably the greater part—of its busi
the privilege of inviting three guests can add touches of her own.
versalist vestry, with Mrs. Irene Mo home of L. A. Walker.
ness behind the closed doors of the
to this meeting.
• • « «
ran program chairman, the subject
Governor's private office, with only
The
resignation
of
Mrs.
Thelma
Some
families
like
a
little
extra
At the meeting of Edwin Libby
to be "Some Artists of Today. Wom
Snow, who has moved to Bath, was mustard and molasses added when the Governors and Councilors pres
en.” Those assigned program parts Relief Corps Thursday, Mrs. Anne
ent, then coming out into the Coun
aocepted with regret. An invitation canned baked beans are warmed for
are Mrs. Nathalie Snow and Mrs. Snow of the D.A.R.. gave a very in 
was extended Mrs. Mabel Brown ot serving. Many put a ham bone or cil Chamber an d going through the
G ertrude Parker, piano duo; Miss teresting talk on “The History of Waterville, president of the Maine a piece of bacon in with string beans form of castln8 a recor vo^6
85
Dorothy Lawry and Mrs. Clemice Montpelier," which was greatly e n  Federation Club, to attend the annual j when heating them. Other sug- joccurredthat ntatters deci e
11 6
Freston. piano solos. Mrs. Helen joyed. Miss Alice Barton played two meeting of the Methcbesec Club gestions are a trace of curry flavor executives6ssion have 6611 orgo *
W entworth, Mrs. Mildred Havener, violin solos, patriotic numbers, ac which takes place April 1.
with canned limas. a mint leaf with ,en an<^° ' 6rlooked upon thereturn
Mrs. Hazel Eaton. Mrs. Lorna Pendle companied by Mrs. Ida Huntley. The
“Conquering the Arctics,” a verv peas. Horseradish, onion, and celery to the Council chamber and no
ton. Mrs. Lorita Bicknell Mrs. Faith next meeting will be held Thursday difficult subject, was ably handled by , are flavors th a t transform canned record vote of them made. It is
Brown and Mrs. Ruth Hoch vocal of next week, with a sewing circle in Miss Ellen Cochran showing c a re -' tomato juice into tomato cock suspected th a t this is the story in
numbers and Mrs. Blanche Morton, the afternoon. Housekeepers are ful and diligent research. Many in- I tail, suggests the Maine Agricultural connection with the acceptance of the
Mrs. E tta Covel.Mrs. Amanda Choate,
readings.
arboretum; th a t the council in the
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton and Mrs. terestlng facts were given in a very Extension Service.
Governor's office agreed to do it, but
comprehensive
manner.
Mrs. John I. Snow will be supper Beatrice Bowen.
neglected to make a record vote of
Miss Relief Nichols' subject "Secrets
The flavor th a t is so distinctive in
chairm an Wednesday, when the
the action and proceeded to go ahead
The S.U.V.Auxiliary willsponsor
cf Davy Jones' Lccker" proved very French creamed spinach is a bit of
withcircle meets at the Congregational a card party Wednesday afternoon interesting and was given in her usual nutmeg, and it may be used equally
l’a>in8 ’ . 0 . e P aC^' _ .
Church.
at G rand Army hall. Mrs. Mae Reed charming manner. She presented i wen with canned spinach. Lemon cut lhe apse eln&lf cov r '
many clippings from the Geographic Ijuice « one of the housekeepers' may or may n ot be the explanation,
Mrs. Charlotte Betts, Miss Margue is hostess, .play to begin at 2 o'clock.
magazine which displayed much of ifriends when it comes to toning up [but 11 is the One W C seems
e
rite Landers and Miss Gladys Alley,
; canned vegetables, including spinach m06t reasonBblethe
technique
of
her
subject.
Mr. and Mrs Edward Chisholm
of th e Lady Knox Beauty Shop, are
"Another phase of the matter is
Miss Arnts, a representative ° - ! Onion is perhaps the very first flavorattending the Convention of Hair and Miss Mynanne Chisholm have
Good Will Farm, gave an account of J ing accessory on the list. A gdod that there is a question as to whether
dressers being held at the Statler in returned from a trip to Bermuda.
much work done there and told | way to add it is to mince the onion the Governor an d Council, in June,
Boston.
briefly of the success attained by many | and cook it until soft but not brown 1935 could have accepted a deed of
Miss Elma Ireland returned home
of the Arboretum
Miss Harriet Parmalee is confined Saturday after spending two weeks of the children now grown to man in a little butter or other fat. th en Sift
"The Legislature of 1935 enacted a
to h e r home by a severe attack of at Rest Haven during a case of hood. It was a very inspiring subject. add it to the heated canned vegetable, law, chapter 144 of the Public Laws
or use it as the basts of a sauce for
grippe.
grippe.
of 1935, creating a State Park Com
the vegetable.
SOUTH HOPE
mission and giving it power, with the
•
•
•
•
B etty OBrien was hostess to the
consent of the Governor and Council,
S.U.V. Auxiliary will hold a card
Miss
Charlotte
Robbins
has
em
Sauces of different kinds play their
Four B s Saturday night a t her home
party Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. ployment at the Warren telephone part in preparing canned foods in a p  to acquire land by purchase, gift or
on Berkeley street. A lively game of
eminent domain, for park purposes;
Mae Reed as hostess.
exchange.
petizing ways. For canned asparagus,
beano and refreshments were enjoyed
Prior to the enaction of that law all
Elmer
Hart
and
classmate,
Sher
Hollandaise sauce: for whole hominy,
by th e members. The next meeting
Mrs. C. E. Daniels has returned, wood Edwards of Easton. Conn., stu cheese sauce, or tomato, or Spanish authority to accept such deeds or
will be held with Billy T ait.
from Boston where she has been two dents at the U. of M. were weekend sauce. The last two are also good grants was in th e Legislature The
Legislature had to accept the gift at
M rs. Katherine Sharpe left Satur weeks with her niece. Miss Georgia guests of the former's parents, Mr. sauces for canned fish and some
Mt Katahdin which ex-Gov. Baxter
L. Howe, who is in the Massachusetts and Mrs. H. A. Hart.
canned meats.
day for a visit in New York.
made to the State.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Nelson have
Memorial Hospital. •
• • • •
The law was not in operation in
Richard Britt and William Olover
closed their home here and taken an
With canned fruits, many add a few June 1935. I t did not become a law
were home from University of Maine
apartment
on
Masonic
street.
Rock
Ex-Congressman and Mrs. E. C.
drops of lemon juice to bring out an until in July, for that was when the
for a weekend visit.
Moran and Mr Moran's secretary, land for the winter.
otherwise mild flavor like th at of
Mrs. Emma Norwood and Mrs. Eda pears, figs, or berries. Crystallized 90 days following the adjournment of
Miss Ethel Smalley, have gone to
the Legislature expired. The park
Mrs. Edward Gonia has returned
Washington. Mr. Moran's appoint- Hastings of Warren were recent visit- ginger or ginger root goes well with
commission could not have been ap
from a three weeks' stay in Portland, ment to the Maritime Commission is °rs at the home of Mrs. Laura Hastcanned pears. Just as cinnamon does
pointed and could not, legally have
where she was the guest of Mrs. Lena
ings.
momentarily expected.
with prunes or apple sauce, or m int
functioned, and, say lawyers who
K. Sargent at the Eastland.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robbins with cherries.
Broiling canned
have bought the A. B. Allen farm peaches and apricots brings out more have discussed the matter., the GoT he Rockland Farm Bureau will
Mrs. J . C. Burrows and Miss M a
where they have resided for several 11avor Fried pineapple Is another ex emor and Council could not be the
hold a public card party at its hall rion Ludwick were visitors in Boston {
moving party. Chapter 144 clearly
years.
ample of a canned product enhanced
Wednesday night a t 730
Mrs. last week.
Mrs. Chloe M illswas guest recent by cooking. Combining canned fruits places that duty on the park com
George St. Clair, Mrs. H arry Levenly at the Robertson home in Thom with cheese makes good salads with mission.
saler, Mrs. Elmer Teel and Mrs. Ed /.lice Louise, daughter of Mr. and
‘The park commission, being non
aston
little trouble.
ward Baxter are in charge.
Mrs. Vernal Hall, celebrated her 11th
existent, could not have asked per
Mr and Mrs. W. W. Lermond ac
• t • •
birthday Saturday by entertaining a
mission to acquire the property and,
Canned meats and poultry need the therefore, the Governor and Council
Miss Caroline Jameson is to ex grounp of her young friends Games companied Rockland friends to Au
hibit pictures of flowers and flower and a spelling match took up p a rt of gusta Monday and there partook of same seasonings every good cook uses had no power to act.
shows which she and Miss Charlotte the time. Pinning on the donkey's a birthday supper at the Oyster Bar. with the fresh products. There are
These lawyers and State officials
Mr and Mrs. H. A. Hart were the peppery seasonings, black pepper,
Buffum saw in Europe last summer, tail was won by Pauline Havener, the
feci that It is an unfortunate mixlip
business
visitors
Friday
in
Augusta.
cayenne, tabasco, Worcestershire, and
at th e Garden Club meeting this aft booby prize going to Clifton Hunt.
and that it will require legislative
• • • •
chili sauce; herbs like bay, thyme,
ernoon at 2.30 at the Nurse's Home. Beano prizes went to Ruth Greene
action to untangle it”
Activities at laical Grange
sage, basil, celery leaves, parsley;
and Jo an Abbott. A light lunch was
R. L. Jones was ip Waldoboro Sat
South Hope Grange conferred the curry powder; garlic; mushrooms
served, topped off with birthday cake
urday and Sunday to see his brother,
paprika and soy; salt-meat flavors, SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY
and ice cream. Her guests were third and fourth degrees Wednesday
Chester B. Jones who is ill with in
salt pork, ham. bacon. Any of these
Selected scenes from acts. 2, 3, and
Pauline Havener. Shelby G lenden- night on a class of young men and
fluenza.
can be used in gravy or stuffing.
admitted
unaffiliated
members,
after
4 from “Hamlet" were enacted with
ning, Carolyn Webster, Alice P inker
which a harvest feast was served to
realism by a group of talented mem
Edward F. Olover is confined to ton, R uth McMahon, Ruth Greene.
75 visitors and members.
bers, at the annual open meeting of
Barbara
Castner,
Jane
and
Jo
an
Ab
his home on Claremont street by ill
MICKIE SAYS—
Granges represented inclined Good
the Shakespeare Society, held Mon
bott, Elizabeth and Earl (Haskell, and
ness.
day night a t 'Mrs Edith Blaney's
Joan and Clifton Hunt, also her Will, South Warren, by Deputy Fred
home on Limerock street.
W T W A B IG S U B S C R IF T IO M lis t ,
F ran k Richardson, a student at cousin Mrs. Blanohe Fales and Sport, F Maxey and others. Masters and
The spacious library, its walls cov
LIKE WE GOT, T H P / S A H U L L
K ent's Hill was a weekend guest at and her aunt Miss Alice Hall who members were also present from
flock of su e se ftip -n o u s EX
ered with full length blue and red
ex-M ayor Charles M. JRichardBon's helped with the party. Alice was re  Mount Pleasant, West Rockport;
P IR IN G E V 'R Y D A Y O F TH'yeAR,
velvet draperies i » deep shades, was
membered wit lots of nice gifts for East Union. White Oak. North W ar
home.
AU' rr SURE SAVES US A LOT
ren
Georges
Valley,
Appleton,
Hope.
a lovely background for the players
her birthday.
OF BOTHER. TO WAVE SO MAUY
Interesting and instructive remarks
in their beautiful costumes. These
O F O U R G O O O F R IE N D S R E N E W
An interesting meeting of the
on Orange work were made by
W IT H O U T W A I T I N G FEft US 70
I
for the most p art were unusual, being
Ju n io r Harmony Club was held Sat W A R R E N H IG H L A N D S
sewp o u r WOTices
. >
Deputy Maxey and Clifford Allen of
of heavily embroidered velvets, fururday at the Universalist vestry, ad
trimmed, the headdresses and wigs,
m itting two new members and elect
Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Carroll were Rockland, master of White Oak spoke
making the characters perfect in their
ing Betty Holmes treasurer. A study tendered a surprise party S aturday on safety. These committees were
several parts. The king and queen
period on “Listening Lesson for Con night celebrating their 39th wedding appointed: Finance. W C. Wellman.
occupied positions on a raised plat •
centration " was conducted by Mrs. anniversary. Those present were. S B Lermond. L. A Merrill; einvest 1form encircled by footlights. Mrs
Rankin, followed by questions in re Mrs. Helen Smith of Somerville. gating. Philip Crabtree. Charlotte
Lou Emery was in charge of the
view. Choral practice will begin at M ass. Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Carrol), Robbins. Hope Bowley; home ecolighting effects.
th e next meeting and a program pre Maurice Carroll and family. Mr. nnd | nomics Mrs Laura Hastin8s Mrs.
The impressive parts and graceful
sented under the direction of Mrs. Mrs. E khart Colburn, Mr. and Mrs. S B. Lermond Mrs. Harry Pushaw.
renditions will long be remembered
Noyes. Those to take p art are Eileen Charles Wilson. Mrs. Clyde Robinson
by the large audience.
Beach, Eloise Laud, Dorothy Ken and Mrs. Harry Mather and daugh WOMAN’S AILMENTS
Mis Blaney, in tlie role of hostess,
nedy, Betty Holmes and Dudlie Har- ter Irma. Beano was played and re
R.
Pierce’s
Favorite
Prescription stimulates
was gracious and charming and add
vie. Any member unable to serve freshments served. Mr. and Mrs.
the appetite and this helps
ed materially to the success of the
to u p b u ild the body. M rs
will please notify the program com Carroll were presented with gifts.
L u e lla Hudson of 59 R o c k 
evening; her home being admirably
m ittee or chairman, th a t a substitute
la n d
Place,
Rochester,
N . Y .s a id : “ After a severe
adapted to an event of this kind. At
may be jlFovided.
illness the least little e x 
OW L S HEAD
the close of the presentation the ex
citem ent w ould com plete
ly upset me. 1 had lost
ecutive board served dainty refresh
Ask about our new budget plan for Flood Relief Ball at Owl's Head
m uch weigh? and never
like eating. T used D r Pierce's Favorite
ments.
purchase of automobile accessories. Town Hall. Friday. Jan. 29. Supper, (elt
description as a tonic and 1 regained my
normal
appetite, put on weight and felt ju s
■ For the invaluable work of Joseph
530 to 7.30, bridge, dancing, 35c.
Fireproof Garage, Rockland.
fine in every w a y .” Buy o f your druggist.
Emery, who acted as prompter and
11-12
157-13

D

to the damper is an outstanding charac
teristic of D. & H. Cone-Cleaned AN1 HRAC1TE. It can be dampened down
to burn slowly and economically but—
when winter gales blow and sub-zero
weather arrives— D. & H . Anthracite

Listen to the Landt Trio and White on
the New D. & H. A nthra;
Kidlo
Program Sundays 2 to 2.33—NBC Red
Network.

gives heat, heat, and more heat.

M. B. & C. 0 . PERRY
5 1 9 M a in S t r e e t ,

R o c k la n d

T e l. 4 8 7

Crippled Youngster Learning to'Dance

■■»

R■
I
I

HOME-AG.-FAX

»
t
♦

a
Clover or alfalfa seed, ten percent
' of which is stained any shade of red,
is unsulted to Maine.
• • • •
In general, one-half of the nitrogen
and two-thirds of the potassium of
' farm m anure is carried by the liquid
i portion.
. . . .
In New York experiments, larger
yields were obtained when mixed
I fertilizer was applied in granular
form instead of the customary finelyground material.
. . . .
Although the iron content of spin
ach is high, it rates low in the
amount of available Iron, according
to recent tests at the University of
Wisconsin,
• • e •

Prices received by fanners for their
principal crops produced in 1936 came
within 13 percent of the 1929 level,
says the bureau of agricultural eco
nomics.

M ore POWERFUL performance

' / /

a

w hen you switch to richer

RICHFIELD
Last year 10-ycar-old Shirley Pcknay, of Itrnoklyn, went to the
Roosevelt Birthday Ball in braces which she wore on a leg sem i
paralyzed as the result of infantile paralysis. This year Shirley,
after an operation made possible by funds raised through the Roose
velt Birthday Celebrations for aid of infantile paralysis sufferers,
is essaying her first dance steps with the assistance of A rthur M ur
ray, noted New York ballroom dance expert. Mr. Murray has orig
inated a new waltz, the Washington, which is being introduced a)
the New York celebration in honor of President Roosevelt.

H I-O C T A N E

G A S O L IN E

PLEASE SEE PAGES 3 AND 8

W ED.-THURS.

Hoffses, Dorothy Sherman, V irginia1
general assistant, the members are Merriam.
very grateful.
Nothing Below B—Elizabeth Ham- '
The program opened with th e read mond, Louise McConnell, Virginia
ing of a prologue by the president. Haskell, Dorothy Brewer,. Frederick ,
Mrs IMaude Comins, and was fol Perry, Ralph Rawley, Gordon Rich
lowed by a piano solo by Miss Mabel ardson, Stanley Prescott. Donald MarLamb who played the appropriate
riner. Helen Mills, Richard Marsh,
numbers "Ophelia" by MacDowell.
Russell Hewitt, Lillias Young.
The cast:
Sophomore Honor Role
Claudius. King of Denmark. Mrs.
Harriet Levensalcr; Gertrude, Queen
Four A's—Edith Gray. Harold Donof Denmark. Mrs. Edith Blaney; Po- ! dis, G rant Davis, Inez Bowley, Agnes
larius, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood; (Ham j Johnson, Robert Harmon.
.
j
T h i . S eason*.
let, Mrs Ethel Lovejcy; Ophelia, Miss Three A's—Joseph Dondis. Dorothy
G
°
" M a s t '* F ie t a , . ,
Winifred Coughlin; Guildenstein. | Howard.
l A * * EDUARDO CIANNELU
Mrs. Grace Lawrence; Rosencranz,
Nothing Below B- Paul Horeysack.
JOHN CARRADINC
Mrs. Elizabeth Otis.
Jean Clukey. William Weed. Erleen
EDW ARD E L L IS
The presentation was adjudged one Cates, Flank Stecves, Earl Cook,
Ottered by Atlrtd Stnttll • A Stndro i . S im in
of the finest ever enacted by the Virginia Willis. Ione Louraine. Pa Producbon ^ •_ IIO -IA D IO riCTUIt
Shakespeare Society.
tricia Hall, Edith Bergren. Iola
TODAY
Knight. Maxine Perry
WILLIAM POWELL
MYRNA LOY'
ON TH E HONOR ROLL
Freshmen Honor Roll
in
"A F T E R T IIE T H IN M A N ”
Four A s—'Patricia Allen.
High School List Is Not Com Three A's—Betty Beach. Irma
plete, Due To Unfinished Thompson. Jessie Olds, Jane Sawyer.
Nothing Below B—Shirley Allen,
W ork
Dorothy Kalloch. Evelyn Bratlett,
The High School honor roll for the Hilda Spear. Sylvia Hayes. Ruth Mc
second quarter was announced this Laughlin. Neil Russell.
morning by Acting Principal John R.
Durrell. This report is not complete,
THURSDAY
W EDNESDAY NITE IS
due to unfinished work of the ab
sentees. The list follows:
SMASHES

Strand

Senior Honor Roll

All “A's"—Edith Dondis, Janies
East. Virginia Gray, Barbara Perry.
Five “A s"—Maxwell Ames.
Four "A’s"—Virginia D'Agostino,
Vieno Kangas, Mafgaret Rogers.
Three “As'' — Willis Anderson
Charles Dorgan. Shirley Stanley.
Nothing below "B"—Eleanor Look.
Frederick MacDonald. Rose Malburg.
Muriel McPhee Helvi Rivers. Mar
gery Simmons. Winfred Stanley,
Elizabeth Till, Sylvia Tyler, Mazie
Joy.
Junior Honor Roll

All A s—John Huke. Ruth Rhodes.
Josephine Pelllcani. Marion Ludwick,
Ruth Thomas, Robert Brown.
Five A's—Vallie MacLaughlin.
Four A's—Evelyn Bragg. Enclo
Loaksonen. Dorothy Frost, Ethel
Hayes. Florence Johnson, Anna Pel- j.
licani. Marion Vinal.
Three A s Doris Bogerson, Ralph

BANK NITE

TOTAL A W A R D S

. Y ou’ ll like thi*
o f 'G a b b y ' D ug a n , th e
k in g of hockey, w ho lo ti
h i t queen when he w ont
fo r the big jock I And a
te n -s p o t toys it’t a h i l l

$350
FIRST AWARD,
SECOND AWARD,
T H IR D AWARD.

Note;

S150.00
§150 00
S 50 00

Awards drawn between
7.00 and X.30 P. M.
ON THE SCREEN
GENE R A Y M O N D
ANN S O T IIE R N

in
“S M A R T E S T G IR L IN T O W N ”

1^1

KING nF
NOCKEY
w»we»» tuew
tuio

ro*-- UvMUt ■«*

DICK PURCELL
W M a M d -IU IM H H S W
< W«TM Hwm • m
t L m

« |« $I «

Every-Other-Day
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SARASOTA'S APPEAL

DROVE FIRST TRUCK

Rockland Woman Finds At
tractive Quarters In a
Trailer Park

I F o r m e r R o c k la n d B o y C o m e s
In

For

S ta te

T r ib u te

In

Bay

Paper

YOU A N D Y O U R C A R

Maurice L. Hatch of 20 Draper ave
nue ha$ been connected with the
Points of Personal Interest To Every Motorist
Arlington G as Light Company for
By a National Motoring Authority
the past 25 years, and that fact wa.
Copyrighted
recorded in an article in the current
Frederick C. Russell
_____________ issue of "Contact," the official organ
keep
in
mind
that
the gears will suf- ' of the New England Power Associa
Judging by the calibre of some
fer
if
you
start
right
off and race tion The article on Mr Hatch was
people's driving leaky heads are net
through them. After the engine has
confined to engines.
written by J. P Greeley, and follows:
warmed up. speed it up a little, en
Handy Test For Brakes
"Maurice L. Hatch, office m an
gage the clutch and allow the gears
Cwners of cars with hydraulic to churn up the lubricant before ager of th e Arlington Gas Light
brakes can make a simple test daily j putting them to work.
Company completed 25 years con
to convince themselves that every
tinuous service on December twelfth
Give Chains a Chance
thing is well with the system. It io
“ M. L. came to us direct from
merely a matter of making sure that ■ Th* annual thing to iremember
about
using
tire
chains
is
the
impor
High Schoo! and drove the first truck
the brake pedal has a solid feeling.
After
If the pedal suggests a squashy ac tance of keeping the car's speed down ever used by the company
tion. it is well to suspect leakage or to the point which you would con a short stay in this department, he
insufficient supply of fluid in the sider reasonably safe if the tires were was transferred to the sales dep art
not Chained. There is always a ment and later to the accounting de- '
master cylinder.
temptation to drive normally when
partment as clerk. He is now office
Too Much For Granted
1chains are used. This usually offsets manager.
Reading over some recent comment I
extra tracUon which the chalns
"He has always taken an active in
an automobiles I chanced upon
provide, thus leaving the driver just
terest in town affairs and has been
statement to the effect that today's about where he was before
secretary of the Kiwanis Club for
motorist takes the reliability of his
Give Them Wide Berth
the last 10 years. For the past 17
car for granted. That is probably
It is a good plan, according to a Iyears he has held the office of treastrue as far as it goes, but it is apt to
blind us to the fact that as yet there frieird of mine who suffered an ex- urer of the Arlington Oas Light Emis no justifioation for taking for pensive experience, to slow down ployes Association, managing to keep
W e ll-lig h te d streets for a to w n a re lik e clean,
granted the car s reliability in the when being overtaken by a drivel a balance always on the right hand
top speed bracket. Most cars are who cuts back into line again toe iof the ledger.
o rd e rly ro o m s in the hom e.
T h e y te ll m uch
capable of operating with a fair de- suddenly. He may be out to make"The keen interest always shown
a b o u t th e h a b its o f people w h o liv e there.
gree of stamina even though neglect- money on a damage suit so keep as by h:m in his office staff undoubtedProgressive people take p rid e in good street
td. but to add the additional burden far away from him as possible On? ly accounts for the many young men
cf high speed is recalling the story of driver who violated the law by cut-1 trained by him. who are holding polig h tin g .
M u c h more th a n p rid e is in v o lv ed ,
the extra straw that broke the ting in so sharply as to take pff the titions of importance in other sub
h o w ever. S a fe ty in d riv in g is g re a tly im p ro v e d
camel's back.
left front fender of my frk n d 's car sidiaries of the Association. In t h i s !
No speedway star would think of I accused the latter of att* .ipting to he derives much satisfaction,
b y p ro p e r s tre e t ligh tin g, as th e records o f th e
stepping on the accelerator without pass on the right! C.s'ance ,ends "M. L. is a hard worker and ben a tio n ’s le a d in g insurance com panies cle arly
first making certain that everything enchantment, when such bad actors Icause of his cheerfulness and keen
is in shipshape Not so with the are in the woods.
sense of humor is liked by all who
average motorist. The car may have
More Air Will Help
come in contact with him. Outside
been ailing for weeks and virtually if yOur new car seems to pull alittle of comPa n y duties, his interest is
suffering from all manner of neglect. tQ lhe rjght on certain roaQS jt is not centered in his charming wife and
yet he feels assured that all will be well t0 rugh t0 the £crvlcc station slx children
well when he puts it to the supreme l0 demand a change in front-wheel
"Without doubt. M. L has estabPOWE
test of being opened up on the high | alignment. Modern e?-,' are engi- lished * record that he and the comway. Cars do perform with an neered for service largely cv.r flat Pa">" ahouW be proud of. With conamazing degree of reliability when highways. Thus when they are op- hdence in a future, secure in the
they daily grind along in close traffic erated over a highly crowned high- memories of an equally glorious past
a11 wlsh him many more years of
of our modem cities, but it is one Iway there is likely to be a pull to the
many deer still roamed the StateTHE SEASON'S KILL
thing to count on this sort of service j right If these roads must be used affiliallon and success.'
15.030.009 acres of forestland.
and quite another to assume that the freqUentiy it is a good plan to fol- ' To th a t ma} ** added the fact that
Deer Were Legally
car will be just as trustworthy at the low the old custom Of carrying the Mr H atch has lived in Arlington jus, More Than
"If Adam had been a wireless op
Shot In Maine Last Fall
other extreme of Its performance rlght front tire at a n ttje higher jas long as he has been * ith the Gas
erator and sent out an SOS it would
Company. He came here from the
range
pressure than the one to the left.
The Maine Fish and Game Depart- not have reached the nearest globutown of his birth. Rockland. Maine,
I t is always dangerous to take too
W hat Owners Are Asking
after having graduated from high mene announced Saturday that 19.134 iar duster of stars yet." says Sir
much for granted, especially with an
Q Less than a week ago I had school there. Besides his connec- deer were legally shot in the State j ames jeans.
automobile.
When a driver starts
So. perhaps, it is just as well he
the
valves ground on my car. Sine? it ion with the Kiwanis Club he is a during the 1926 deer hunting season
out with the attitude that “anything
The total number killed represented didn't bother.—Montreal Star
goes' he is multiplying the possibility then there is a persistent water leak member of Hiram Lodge, F A M . the
____________
which probably will mean that I Arlington Chamber of Commerce, but 592 less than the record kill of .
that anything can go wrong
19.725
In
il935.
Comm:.-oner
George
must take the head off again. We and is very active in the Orthodox
For Trailer Travelers
J. Stobie said.
Theatrical Agent—"Good
news!
were very careful to use a new gasket .Congregational Church. — Arlington
As a positive check against that
Stobie added that a survey made I've booked your performing pigeons
and to see that all parts were clean. .Mass) Advocate
seasick feeling when walking around
by wardens ana members of fish and foe a six weeks tour.
J D.
I
----------------a parked trailer the thing to do is to
game associations, after the deer sea- Trouper—"Too late .
I've just
A. This leakage is probably due
A PERTINENT QUERY
carry along four special jacks to sup
son had ended in December, showed eaten the act. "—Pathfinder.
------port the rolling home at its four cor- to the cylinder head being warped.
I
suggest
having
the
head
checked
Orono
Man
Wants To Know
ners. Incidentally these jacks come
in handy if you find it necessary to jan^ replaced, if necessary,
If!We Are At Last Facing
Q How is it possible to determine
make an emergency adjustment to
the Truth ____
the car's brakes when on an extended If the shock absorbers are in need cf
trip. By jacking up all four wheels repairs or replacement?—D.A A.
Orono Jan 22
B y R F SERVICE
at a time the whole process is great- J a . One way to check the absorb- _ ...
, _
„ .
So effective was the romantic tices many hours a week and stys
ly simplified. And as an after- ers is to look for evidences of leaking
team of Jean Harlow and Robert that childhood groundwork is a
thought, why not tighten up the fluid. Another is to have your servCompulsory prohibition could not
Taylor, formed by Cecil B. DeMille prime requisite for any piar.; player.
for the Radio
wheel bolts? Such bolts always seem ice man test for side play in the arm succeed because it
was compulsory
S h ir le y
T h e a tr e pro
tighter than they really are when the bearing by moving the shock absorber we were told. In the next place
d u c t i o n o f Uoyd hopes to
wheels are on the ground
arm from left to right. A third test Maine, having built up a fine tourist
"Madame Sans- 8et the movies %
Gene,” that two s01"®
lust
Mechanic Joe Speaking:
is to jump up and down on the rear trade Qf which she may just]v
weeks later film “to show t h e
“A reader writes me to say that Ju m p e r to see if the springs flex too
T
add
n£)t affQrd
executives as- folks back home” li
signed these two j that^ she can do
riirertlv
following service
workk on
directly following
service wor
on the
tne ,1rapidly. Finally, the arm should be to retain prohibition because of the
stars to work In it. If she does
clutch the oil pump developed a remo' ea ana iesiea I0r UP ana cown
their first pic land a contract
demands
of
the
traveling
public.
knock. He cannot understand why movement. The absorber isn’t work
t u r e together. she’ll be follow- J
Hunters and motorists in large
something new should develop during. i r
arm can be moved easily.
It’s the forth Ing in the foot
coming "Man In steps of Harriet
the work on the clutch, and as a re Resistance to movement indicates numbers visit our state annually. We
P o s s e s s io n ," Hilliard, w h o
that
the
device
is
"frozen"
usually
sult he feels that the mechanic may
now face an interesting situation
which was done was the regular f
beyond repair.
in Radio Thea vocalist w i t h
not have done a good job.
Already we have statutes imposing
tre some time O z z ie Nelson's
Q There is a very peculiar noise
"It is always difficult to convince
orchestra in the '
Jean Harlow
penalties for driving under the influ
ago.
under
the
hood
of
my
engine.
Have
car owners that new troubles can
Sunday n i g h t
Shirley Lloyd
ence
of
liquor,
whatever
th
a
t
may
••• Ernie Watson, who arranges NBC program
develop in a service station quite as been to three mechanics, but eazh
and conducts the music for Joe before she got movie star ranking.
mean. A bill Is proposed for intro
readily as in one's own garage. Then one is puzzled.—B RE.
Cook's new Saturday night show, is
A.
This
reader
remembered
to
duction into the present legislature
there is also the fact that owners
noted on Radio Row for his ability
••• On his Tuesday night program
to make the orchestra "sit up and Leo Reisman is now presenting in
give their undivided attention to the state the name and the year of car | which proposes to penalize those who
talk." He makes music tell a story. addition to his orchestra “The Swing
major trouble, overlooking something jhe drives, That always helps in : hunt while "under the influence.'
14," The Giersdorf Sisters and the
• • • J o h n n y , Rhythm Rogues, a male quartet.
else that seems to develop after the diagnosing trouble. The noise in this i Are we now coming around to the
Green,
musical
repair work but which was there all particular case comes from loose, pomt where we recognize the true
director of the
••• Harry McNaughton, who plays
the time. I remember keeping a car rivets where the two halves of the pnysiological effects of alcohol foi
Fred A s t a i r e Bottle on Phil Baker's CBS proin the shop for a week while generator pulley are joined to the. what they really are? And so ac
show, is again g r a m . a n d
being Invited to Oscar Bradley,
straightening a badly swayed frame. hub.
knowledging liieir possibilities for
England to write Phil’s new muWhen we tried to start the engine a
harm are forced to legislate against
the musical score siemaster, have 1
valve stuck so badly th a t the cylinder
them? I sincerely hope so. Sooner
for “Tea Time." known one an 
SLAUGHTER UNBELIEVABLE
Green's last ap other for more
head had to be taken off."
or later we may have tlu- courage to
pearance there t h a n
fifteen
proclaim publicly what has long been
Keep Front Wheels Straight
w as i n 1935 years. They were
Fourteen thousand persons have
recognized
by
medical
authority,
when he wrote b o r n w i t h i n
When trying to back up or go for been executed by Spanish Fascists in
the score of Jack twenty miles of
ward on an icy road remember that Navarre province since the beginning namely th a t ethyl alcohol is a nar
Buchanan's suc each other 1n
the rear wheels will get better trac of the Spanish civil war. the Basque cotic drug with definite action on the
cessful musical England, c a m e
nervous
and
muscular
mechanisms
c o m e d y , "Mr. to America about
tion if you set the front wheels for Nationalist government at Bilbao
Johnny Green
Whittington."
not consistent with the expectancy
the same time,
the straight-ahead position. With charged Saturday.
The Basque
•••Anne “ Jamison's popularity and were fea
the wheels cut one way or the other government also said German cruis for good behavior.
Charles E. Packard
was tested when she was in a Holly tured together In
there is increased drag and more in ers assisted in laying mines in Bilbao
several Ziegfeld
wood hospital for appendicitis.. The shows.
Harry McNaughton
clination for the rear wheels to spin harbor. Most of the explosives have
hospital received more calls asking
This rule also applies when the car been destroyed by planes and trawl
about her than about many movie
MIDWINTER M UD
•••Andy Donnelly. Walter Tetley
stars, also billeted there.
is standing in snow.
ers. the official statem ent declared.
and Arthur Anderson, noted boy
Jam aica. Vt.
Helps Traction and Brakes
•••T he conference in which actors, are still beaming. All three
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Allie Lowe Miles recently appeared with Helen Haye3
Partially deflating the tires in
Your North Haven correspondent
a n d S e d le y on a "Bambi” broadcast, after which
order to obtain better traction when
B r o w n decide she told them how much she'd enwrites Jan. 21 of "the unseasonable
what will be dis Jo y e d working
th e roads are slippery is a smart idea
mild weather beating all records," of
cussed at their with “such tal
to recall in a pinch, but don’t over
, a 42 degrees temperature Monday
w e e k ly “Hus ented y o u n g
look the fact that the softer tires in
b a n d s a n d actors.
night. I wonder if he has any rec
crease the effectiveness of the brakes.
Wives" broadcast
ords of January. 1912. I was living
••• One of ra
is conducted at a
There will be better traction for
on the Island that winter and my
table piled high d i o 's greatest
G - 4 ( ? 4 p '? ’ A l >
braking, of course, but the increased
dramatic
act diary furnishes me with some readwith letters from
resses, Rosaline
braking power is something which
listeners.
These
| ings of my thermometer.. Jan. 12. 16,
are the letters Greene, Is ap
should be carefully compensated for
17, 18, 21 24, 26, 27, and 31 all had
which tell what pearing on “Your |i
by handling the brake pedal more
temperatures of 42 and higher. The
| causes trouble In Unseen Friend,” | |
guardedly.
»
• • • • h o m e s f ro m heard Sundays
21st showed a reading of 48. the 31,
Maine to Cali over CBS. The
Stall Tells the Story
one of 49. and the 18th one of 50
s e r ie s , written
Allie Lowe Miles fornia.
Local distributor for On many days I tramped around the
a n d produced
If the engine stalls the instant you
oMMimoooeeeeMpM
••• Note to girls and boys learning by M. H. H.
island in deep mud. Fresh Pond did
let the clutch pedal come up. after
to play the piano: Vincent Lopez is Joachim, h a s
Rosaline Greene
i not freeze till the Sixth of February.
going through the process of crank
glad his parents made him practice brought a num
three hours a day as a youngster. ber of famous film and radio stars
jThe good old days before the War
ing. the indications are that the lu
The maestro of the Saturday night to the microphone in guest appearH I.-O C T A N E G A S O L IN E
did not always bring winters of deep
bricant in the gearcase is much too
CBS Speedshow broadcast still prac- ances.
PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
1snow and great cold. A. M . Watts
heavy. Caught with such lubricant,

Sarasota. Fla., Jan. 23.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Making the Southern journey this
year in company with my brother,
i Frank, and sister. Anne. I arrived by
a new and shorter route. We fol
lowed Route 1 over George Washing
ton bridge to Hightstown; there we
took 130. cutting out Philadelphia.
A ferry at Pennsville took us across
to New Castle, ther. we proceeded by
Route 40 to Baltimore. From that
point on it was clear sailing, and
did we sail. That first day we made
i 498 miles, staying all night in Alex
andria.
In Sarasota we found a trailer for
t e r t in the heart of the Park Our
new ''home ' is 15 feet long has been
reimished inside and out. fitted w'th
new curtains, lamp. rug. dishes, cook
ing utensils, in short every possible
convenience. There are two full size
j b° Js. with inner spring mattresses, a
laiRe clothes closet, two-burner oil
stove, plenty of cupboard room. 35pound capacity built-in refrigerator.
, The trailer has seven windows, with
' hot water available all the time, also
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Fieiything is in full swing acre
now. Picture 1.009 n tf its , 2,000 >»rs rr. cntertalnm j>'th, dancing, shut?
M e rc h a n ts , p a r tic u la r ly , b en efit fro m im p ro v e d
flcboaiti. baseball, besides all the Jut.
' of eo’rg fishing. Many of the wome-,
s tre e t lig h tin g because trade flow s n a tu ra lly
llnd amusement in card clubs, classes
to w e ll-lig h te d s tre e ts . B u t e v e ry b o d y bene
I in p iw needlework or shells. En i»
fits, and e v e ry re s id en t shares in th e feeling
day they have gymnastics and dance
: ing listons.
o f well being a n d self-respect t h a t goes w ith
Anne and I have been so busy
b rig h tly lig h te d thoroughfares.
1sleeping, we have not attended .''.ziiy
i of ti.- social affairs yet. They even
; have a playground here and reerv?tlon room for children with a pleatan t young lady In charge. A loud
j speaker at the post office announces
the names of those who have teleI grams, special delivery or air mail
arrive. It can be heard all over the
■J
grounds which consist of 31 acres,
subdivided by numbered streets and
drives into more than 1,000 rec
[companies are refusing so large a tangular lots, each with a 30-foot
A READER ASKS
number of youth applicants because depth and 25-foot street frontage.
1Some Pointed Questions As of drinkin« habits? The ‘""easing All lots have shade trees. We have a
_
, ¥ ,L
d
i g
toll of traffic accidents due to drink - beautiful Australian pine in front of
1o w hat Repeal Support- ,ng drlvers? ThP repOrts of Sanford our trailer which is located five blocks
ers Now Think
Bates. Director of Federal Prisons from the city.
-------and J. Edgar Hoover. Chief of InI hope we can have a trailer park
' Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
| vestigators as to the rapid increase in in Rockland next summer. If the
Apropos of public sentiment. I ] our federal prison population? How Chamber of Commerce could see this
would like to enquire what has be- I explain the wide spread testimony place I am sure it would work very
ccme of all the letter writers who so j ° f the casualt-v insurance companies hard for one. The people who own
_ to their increasing losses from the trailer in which we are living,
fluently discussed the liquor questionI accidents in which liquor was a fac- used it for three years.
pro and con awhile back? Perhaps ;
And furty,er more how about ■ Mr. and Mrs. John Watts are here
we did get somewhat fed up on some ; the “also rans.'' the gambling evils,. in camp. They seem to be enjoying
of the arguments; just the same we commercialized vice and political themselves very much. Last night
read them, and the argument is still corruption? Where are the voices they brought The Courier-Gazette to
(good with evident testimony all I raised in their defense, and where is us and we certainly did appreciate
the other fellow • with backbone th a t touch of home.
' about.
Tlie temperature has been between
, enough to say something about it?
I know it is'pretty hard to get let I Isn't It time we considered a little? 80 and 84 every day since we landed.
ters cn some topics past the editorial j
Mrs. Jessie Young
A Reader
.'crap basket, but when they begin j
to ccme in in large batches he just
has to take notice. Neal Dow once
said, it was necessary to cover the
State of Maine knee deep in litera
LAKE W O R T H , F L O R ID A
ture to get the first anti-liquor law
In the Palm Beach Area. Six miles south of Palm Beach.
passed. If it won out that time it can
Everything Florida Has— We Have. Hotel directly faces Lake
Worth. O nly one-half mile from one of the finest beaches on
again and it will be the same kind of
the A tlan tic Coast. Picturesque and interesting G olf Course
literature—stories of the blight and
100 yards away. Horseback R iding— Tennis. One and onequarter hours from Hialeah Race Track, M iam i.
i curse cf liquor drinking, how homes, |
families, young men and women and ,
L. R. H A W K IN S . General Manager
156-tf
'little children are being ruined and
| destroyed.
It makes no difference whether it [
re tre a ts before th e lig h t.
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GULF STREAM HOTEL

is sold under revenue stamp or with
out it. whether sold in taverns, sa- ’
loons, beer parlors, restaurants, cock
tail lounges, hotel grills, gas stations, j
kitchen bar rooms or State stores |
It is the same kind of poison and 1
lias had the same effect from the ’
day of Noah and King Belshazzar
down to the account of last night's I
horrors in the morning paper. It is i
the same alcohol, narcotic drug, put- '
i ting to sleep the brain, making mad
i (cols and animals out of sane men 1
and women. The wreckage can be
seen on every hand.
Where are all those folks who so i
ardently foretold the good ’things i
that would follow repeal? Perhaps |
they are trying to explain to theii
cwn satisfaction, if they can. how it
is that the Keeley Cures are opening
new homes eery month to take care
of the rapidly increasing cases of al| coholism a large percent of them
| "housewives."
Why is it th a t the astounding
! number of 12,378 cases of excessive
drinking or D. T s were admitted
to Bellevue Hospital. New York City,
during the year just closed?
How it happens the Insurance
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1
M IA M I’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all pointe of interest— Modern In every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hoteL M an y rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

Booklet
Application

GRALYNN

H. H. Maae
Manager

Corner Second Street

and First Avenne

B ro n c h itis

Moderate Rates

NO TR A FFIC OR T A X I / *
RATES:
Sm glt ’ j w - j w j w

au booms writ" satb
Spooai ««<Lly rotas

to Y o u r hotel in B O S T O N
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T U B -.S H O W E R

Cough—Tonight
Sleep Sound A ll N ig h t Long
A ll

coughs

lo o k

d ik e

to

B U C X lt Y I I

M IX T U R E ( t r ip le a c t i i g ) — one sip o f th is
grand m e d ic in e u s u a 'ly stops an o rd in a ry
cough— th e to u g h o ld deep seated c o u g h
and th e p e r s is te n t bronchial cough are
usually c hecked a n d under c o n tro l a f t e r
Just a fe w doses— n o m ore to r m e n tin g ,
sleepless nights.
BUC KLEY'S M IX T U R E I t d iffe r e n t— I f t
suprem e— i t " e c t t lik e a flash’’— p ro v e It

with one small bottle —guaranteed.

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamfora
DeL Co.
N. Y.

Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

te u M . b « M w 4 W

Check T h a t Dangerous

June ta
October

on

«

NORTH S T A T IO N

•a JTE P-/r»m /».r TRAIN-te/.ve ROOM*

